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ABSTRACT
This thesis focuses on the study of the static and dynamic magnetic interactions
in ferromagnetic/nonmagnetic heterostructures using interface-specific and
time-resolved optical techniques. The goal of this thesis is to elucidate the
interface exchange coupling, magnetic anisotropy, and coherent spin dynamics
in these advanced material systems, crucial to the realization of high
performance spintronic devices.
First, a pronounced exchange bias (EB) phenomenon is observed in Fe/M gO
(001) by magnetic second harmonic generation. The bulk magnetization does
not, in marked contrast to typical systems w here EB is manifested only in the net
magnetization. The magnitude of the exchange bias varies with interface oxygen
concentration, suggesting that the pinning layer originates from local FeO
nanoclusters formation. Tem perature and strain dependent studies show that the
lattice mismatch between M gO and Fe enhances the FeO nanoclusters blocking
temperature above room temperature. Our results have broad implications for
understanding ferromagnet/oxide heterostructures, and provide new insights into
the interface spin system and exchange bias.
Second, the magnetization reversal process within the first two iron layers at the
Fe/G aA s(001) interface is found to be different and independent from the Fe
bulk, as measured by magnetic second-harmonic generation and
magneto-optical Kerr effect, respectively. The interface magnetization is largely
noncollinear from the bulk with an abrupt magnetic boundary and an anisotropic
exchange coupling stiffness, w eak inter-layer coupling but relatively strong
intra-layer stiffness. In contrast, Fe/G aA s(110) exhibits a rigid coupling between
interface and bulk magnetization suggesting that the interfacial bonding structure
can dramatically change the nature of the exchange coupling. These results are
consistent with the observation of noncollinear alignment of interface and bulk
magnetization in Fe/M gO (001), and also relevant to other
magnetic/non-magnetic interfaces with abrupt chemical bond structures.
Last, the relaxation mechanism of coherent spin precession is investigated in
single crystalline F e /C o 0 /M g 0 (0 0 1 ) heterostructure by time-resolved
magneto-optical Kerr effect. At 78K, the intrinsic damping property is enhanced
by AF spins in CoO layer for thicknesses of 2.5 nm and 4 nm. In contrast, for
thicknesses of 1 nm and 1.5 nm or at room temperature, the damping process is
dominated by a dephasing effect caused by disordered AF spin clusters.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1 Development of Conventional Electronic Technique
The integration density for electronic devices doubles every 18 months,
stated by Moore's law, which accurately predicts the exponential growth
speed of semiconductor industry for over half a century.[1] Sm aller and
smaller transistors can be manufactured due to advanced development of the
photolithography. For each generation of devices, the area of transistor
component reduces by 50% , and the processing speed increases due to
shorter distance of the electron transportation.
But the growth speed of semiconductor industry is expected to slow down
after 2013. The capability of electronic devices doubles “every 3 years”
according

to

the

updated

International

Technology

Roadm ap

for

Semiconductors.^] Besides of the technology challenge to further increase
the resolution of photolithography, another rem arkable barrier is the heat
generation

of transistor.

The

conventional

information in electron charges,

electronic

techniques

store

using different amount of charges to

1

represent “1” or “0”. The charging and discharging processes produce heat,
which prohibits further increasing integration density since a high tem perature
can

ruin

functions

of transistors.

So

far,

the

conventional

electronic

technology has been developed close to its limitation.

1.2 Magnetic Tunneling Junction
1.2.1 Building Block of Novel Spintronic Devices
The spintronic technology is a novel electronic technique to extend lifetime
of Moore's law. It stores information in the spin freedom of electrons.[3 ]
Manipulation of electron spin states does

not involve the charging or

discharging process, thus it causes less energy loss and largely suppresses
the heat generation to allow a much higher integration density threshold.
Magnetic tunneling junction (M TJ) is a most valuable spintronic device. It
has been widely used in read-heads of hard drive disks and magnetic sensors,
in addition, it is considered as a building block of next generation computer
memory, spin random access memory (R A M ) [4,5] shown in Fig. 1.1.[3] MTJ
contains two

ferromagnetic

electrodes

separated

with

a

non-magnetic

insulator, presented in Fig 1.2.[6] Information can be stored in electrode

2

magnetizations:

parallel

and

anti-parallel

alignments

of

magnetization

represent “0” and “1”, respectively. The information reading and writing
process have been achieved via tunneling magnetoresistance [7] and spintransfer-torque effects [8], respectively, which will be discussed below.

Free layer
Pinned layer

Bipolar
write pulse/read
bias generator

H Transistor

Reference

Fig 1.1: Architecture of spin-RAM (fig. taken from ref. [3])

1.2.2 Tunneling Magnetoresistance Effect on MTJ Reading
Process
The tunneling magnetoresistance (TM R ) is an important spin dependent
transport effect discovered in magnetic tunneling junctions (M TJs), shown in
Fig 1.2.[6] Ferromagnetic exchange coupling splits spin dependent band of

3

ferromagnet, which causes unequivalent number of electrons between spinup and spin-down under Fermi energy. Electron spins are conserved during
tunneling to anode activated by a bias voltage U.[7] Majority spins find more
free states to tunnel to when the magnetizations are parallel than anti-parallel.
Thus, MTJ exhibits a low resistance with parallel electrode magnetizations,
while the resistance is high if magnetizations are anti-parallel. This change of
resistance is called T M R effect.[7] Different alignment of magnetization
causes different resistance, which is used to read information stored in MTJ.

{

D O S FM 1

1

D O S FM 2

D O S FM 1

D O S FM 2

Fig. 1.2: Schematic spin tunneling process in MTJ (figs. taken from ref. [6])

The electrode interface spin-dependent band structure determ ines the
magnitude of T M R effect. A T M R ratio is the param eter defined as ( Rap-Rp)IRp
to quantitatively measure the T M R effect, where Rap and Rp are resistances

4

with anti-parallel and parallel electrode magnetizations, respectively. Julliere
proposed a two-current model to explain T M R effect.[7] The total tunneling
current, J, is the sum of majority and minority tunneling currents. With parallel
electrode magnetizations, Jp oc D iTD2T + D 1i D24', while for anti-parallel
electrode magnetizations, Jap °c D ^ D 2 + D ^ D 2 ■

and Dl represent density

of states in the majority ( t ) and minority ( i ) spin band of electrode interface at
Fermi energy. Thus, the T M R ratio is expressed as 2P-|P2/( 1 - P iP 2), with the
interface spin polarization P = (D f - D l ) / (D t + D l ). A large T M R effect
requires both electrode interfaces to have highly polarized spin-dependent
bands.

1.2.3 Spin-Transfer-Torque Effect on MTJ Writing Process
Spin-transfer-torque effect can be applied to write information into MTJ, as
shown in Fig. 1.3.[3]
W hen non-spin-polarized electrons flow through the thick ferromagnetic
electrode, the magnetization of thick electrode polarizes the spin orientation
of tunneled electrons which apply a spin torque to align the magnetization in
thin electrode. This spin torque effect induced by the spin polarized current is

5

called spin-transfer-torque effect.[8] The above process causes the parallel
alignment of electron magnetizations, which writes “0 ” into the MTJ.
If electrons flow from the thin electrode, the electrode does not have a
long enough scale to polarize flowing electrons.[9] A strong spin scattering
process occurs at the thick electrode side, which scatters back electrons
having anti-parallel spin orientation with its magnetization. The reflected
current is polarized with spin down, which applies a torque to switch the
magnetization in thin electrode.[3] Thus this process causes anti-parallel
electrode magnetizations, which writes “1” into the MTJ.

Thick
Layer

Thin
Layer
sd exchange
interaction

Writing “0

■

| f.

■ I
{w riting "f ”>

Fig. 1.3: Spin-transfer-torque on writing process of MTJ [3]
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The threshold of spin-polarized current density Jc to switch magnetization
in electrode layer is determined by the damping property of spin dynamics,
[ 10]

Jc = 2 e a M stFHeff/{hq)
where H eff is the effective

(1.1)

magnetic field, M s, tF and

a are the saturated

magnetization, thickness and effective Gilbert damping constant of the
magnetic layer respectively, and q is the spin transfer efficiency. It needs to be
emphasized that the physical meaning of a is the precession energy loss rate
of spin dynamics.

1.2.4

Summary

of

Important

Factors

Determining

MTJ

Performance
The electrode interface spin-dependent band structure determines the
T M R ratio of MTJ which

affects the reading quality,

property of spin dynamics determines the critical
process.

The

interface

magnetic

properties

current
and

while the damping
density in the writing
spin

dynamics

in

magnetic/non-magnetic heterostructures will be further introduced in following
sections.
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1.3 Interface Magnetic Properties
Chemical

bonds

between

ferromagnet

and

insulator

atoms

can

significantly alter the density of states and the exchange splitting of interface
spin-dependent bands.

1.3.1 Interface Chemical Bond Effects on Spin-dependent
Density of States
Interface chemical bonds can confine electrode electrons to reduce
interface tunneling states. For example, in MTJ of Fe/M gO /Fe(001), oxygen
atoms intermix into octahedral sites of interface Fe layers forming FeO
clusters, presented in Fig. 1.4.[11] Figure 1.5 indicates that the Fe-O bond
reduces tunneling states of interface majority spins (resented by symbols
connected with lines), which reduces the T M R ratio.[12] The first principle
calculation reveals that the T M R ratio decreases exponentially with increasing
the FeO concentration.[12]

8

A b u lk Fe (± 3<7r )

Fig. 1.4: Lattice structure of Fe/M g O /F e(001) (fig. taken from ref. [11])

100

10
1
CA

Q)

CO
o

f

0.1
0.01

F iO

MgO

0.001
0.0001

2

4

6

8
10
Layer Number

12

14

16

Fig. 1.5: Majority spin density of states at Fe/M gO interface with FeO
formation (fig. taken from ref. [12])
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1.3.2 Interface Chemical Bond Effects on Exchange Coupling
Properties
The chemical bond can introduce a new mechanism of exchange coupling
at interface. The MTJ typically uses ferromagnetic metals or alloys as
electrodes and incorporates insulating oxides as the spacing layer. Super
exchange

coupling

mechanism

can

be

introduced

by bonds

between

ferromagnet and oxygen atoms. It causes antiferromagnetic ordering via the
indirect exchange coupling of ferromagnet atoms through oxygen p orbital,[13]
and thus can reduce the spin polarization of interface spin-dependent bands.
In addition, the interface antiferromagnetic order can enhance the scattering
probability in the majority spin tunneling channel, which increases Rp to cause
a low T M R

ratio.

antiferromagnet

However,

FeO

effect

in the
on

the

MTJ

of Fe/M gO /Fe,

spin

tunneling

the

process

interface
has

been

overlooked so far. There has been no experimental evidence to reveal
antiferromagnetic clusters at Fe/M gO interface, because the concentration of
interface antiferromagnetic magnetization may be too small to be detected by
conventional magnetic techniques. Chapter 3 of this thesis presents direct
evidence of antiferromagnetic magnetization at Fe/M gO interface using stateof-art

interface

magnetic

sensitive technique.
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This

important discovery

provides insights into accurate understandings of the spin tunneling process
in the popular MTJ structure of Fe/M gO /Fe.
Besides, the interface bond formation can reduce the ferromagnetic spin
correlation effect due to bands hybridization between the ferromagnet and the
non-magnetic insulator. The decreased exchange stiffness suppresses the
split of majority and minority spin bands, which could lower the spin
polarization at the

interface.

Moreover,

the

chemical bond

causes an

anisotropic distribution of ferromagnetic electrons, and hence can induce an
anisotropic interface exchange coupling stiffness.
The interface can exhibit quite a unique magnetism from the bulk.
However, most current research studies are focused on magnetic properties
in the thin film ferromagnet bulk and speculate the interface properties by
assuming that the interface and bulk are rigidly coupled. There are very few
studies directly addressing interface exchange coupling properties.

1.4 Spin Dynamics
1.4.1 Spin Precession
The spin starts precession when it senses a magnetic torque, and finally
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relaxes into the orientation of effective magnetic field H efr, illustrated in Fig. 1.6.
The

spin

precession

is

described

by

Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert

(LLG)

equation,[14]

dt

= -y M x H ~ h

r

s

eff

Ms

M x

s

dt

£-

(1.2)
V

1

with gyromagnetic ratio y. The first term in the right side of the equation
describes the precession frequency dependent on toque from effective field.
The second term describes the damping of precession due to energy loss.
LLG equation is just a phenomenological equation, and it does not involve
any damping mechanism to explain a.

eff

Fig. 1.6: Magnetization precession

1.4.2 Damping Mechanisms
Damping

mechanisms

can

be cataloged

into intrinsic and

extrinsic

mechanisms.
The intrinsic damping is caused by spin-orbital coupling which relaxes the
spin precession into lattice vibrations. M. C. Hickey and J. S. M oodera firstprincipally derived

the

intrinsic Gilbert damping

term

by nonrelativistic

expansion of the Dirac-Pauli Hamiltonian with the presence of full spin-orbital
coupling terms.[15] The intrinsic term is expressed as [15]
a Jeh^M

x+

,)

8mQc

where /jo is the Bohr magneton and Xm is the magnetic susceptibility.
The extrinsic damping mechanisms include magnon-magnon scattering,
spin-pumping and inhomogeneous dephasing.
The magnon-magnon scattering process [16] occurs at lattice defects. It
scatters a uniform precession magnon (k = 0, k is the wave vector of spin
wave) into propagating magnons (k * 0), which dissipates the precession
energy. Magnon energy conserves during the scattering process. Thus, the
uniform mode can only be scattered into spin w ave modes having the sam e
frequency i.e. cu(0) = cj(k). Arias and Mills modified the general theory of two-
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magnon scattering for the ultrathin film case. The dispersion relation is
expressed as [17]
oj2{k) = o /(0 ) -

2 u y M skd{[s\r\2eM - cos29mCOs2 (pk][HexfiOs(GH -

9M) -

HdCOS2GM] - sin2<Pk[Hexfios(6H ~ 9 M) + HdS\n(29M)]} + / 2D /f2[2 H exfCOs(0H - 9M) +
H K 1 - 3 c o s 20 m )]>

with the effective demagnetization field H d, the exchange stiffness D, and the
angle <pk between the wave vector and the in-plane component of M s. A
schematic picture of dispersion relation is presented in Fig. 1.7.
The spin-pumping effect [18] occurs in the structure of ferromagnet/normal
metal. The spin precession pumps a spin current from the ferromagnet into
the normal metal. As the spin current propagates, it exchanges spin
momentum with un-spin-polarized free electrons gas in the normal metal.
Thus the metal acts as a spin sink to relax the spin precession in ferromagnet.

14

Fig. 1.7: Schematic presentation of magnon-magnon scattering process (fig.
taken from ref. [17])

Finally, the dephasing effect is caused by the broadening of resonant
precession frequency.

Local inhomogeneous magnetic property induces

different resonant frequencies in spin precession. The exchange interaction
between different precession modes introduces the randomness into spin
coherence, which relaxes the spin precession to electron random motions.
Thus, the energy dissipates from the precession to heat.

1.5 Scope of Dissertation
Fundamental

understandings

of

interface

magnetic

properties

and

damping mechanisms of spin dynamics are major focuses of this dissertation.

Chapter 2 presents detailed experimental methods to m easure interface
magnetization hysteresis behavior and ultra fast spin dynamics in thin film
bulk. Magnetic second-harmonic generation (M S H G ) is a nonlinear optical
effect which is extremely interface sensitive to selectively probe the buried
interface magnetization behavior from thin film bulk. Time-resolved m agneto
optical Kerr effect (TR M O K E ) applies pump-probe detection technique to
resolve ultrafast bulk spin precession in time domain, which enables a direct
measurement of the damping parameter.
Chapter
Fe/M gO (001)

3

presents
interface,

an

exchange

which

provides

bias
a

phenomenon

direct

evidence

observed

at

of interface

antiferromagnetic magnetization. This phenomenon is observed by M S H G
which

detects

approximate

2%

of

pinned

FeO

antiferromagnetic

magnetization at the interface. This important discovery provides insight into
accurate understanding of spin tunneling process

in the

popular MTJ

structure of Fe/M gO /Fe.
Chapter 4 presents the follow up study at Fe/G aA s(001) interface. The
pioneer research on interface magnetization of Fe/Al01Gao9As(001) reported
by H. B. Zhao et al. reveals a deviation angle of 4 0 -8 5 ° between Fe interface
and 10 nm thin film bulk during the magnetization switching process.[19] The
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large

non-collinear

magnetizations

indicate

w eak

inter-layer

exchange

coupling between the interface and bulk. The follow up study [20] in chapter 4
presents further estimation of the interface exchange stiffness. The results
show decreased exchange magnitude with anisotropic coupling property at
the interface.
Chapter 5 presents the TR M O K E study of ferromagnetic spin dynamics in
Fe/C oO (001). The frozen antiferromagnetic spins in CoO induce an intrinsic
damping mechanism to relax the Fe precession energy to CoO lattice
vibration. In contrast, with the absence of frozen antiferromagnetic spins, the
damping property of spin precession is discovered to be extrinsic and
dominated by the dephasing mechanism induced by the coupling between
CoO disordered antiferromagnetic clusters and Fe magnetization.
Chapter 6 provides the summary of this dissertation.
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Chapter 2
Experimental Methods

This chapter discusses principles and experimental setups of three
different magneto-optical characterization techniques: magneto-optical Kerr
effect,

magnetization

resolved

induced

magneto-optical

Kerr

second
effect

harmonic generation,

and

(M O KE,

TR M O K E ,

MSHG,

and

time-

respectively).
The M O K E technique is sensitive to the bulk-averaged magnetization (M B)
behavior, while M SH G is able to selectively detect the surface or interface
magnetization (Mi) of ferromagnetic metals, because it is forbidden in the
centro-symmetric bulk, and only occurs w here the inversion symmetry is
broken. TR M O K E (also called pump-probe M O K E ) is considered as an all
optical technique to study ultra-fast spin dynamics in the bulk. By application
of a femto-second laser pulse, it can resolve the spin precession in the time
domain, which is the inverse Fourier transformation of the ferromagnetic
resonance (FM R ) spectrum.

18

2.1 Magneto-optical Kerr Effect (MOKE)
After light is reflected from a magnetized material, its polarization plane is
rotated with induced ellipticity.[21] This effect is called the magneto-optical
Kerr effect, a special case of Kerr effect, and is first discovered by John Kerr
in 1877. [22]
M OKE arises from the difference between the refraction indices of left and
right circularly polarized light, induced by the magnetization.[2 3 ] Linearly
polarized light can decompose into components of left and right circularly
polarized light, first pointed out by Maxwell. The different real parts of the
complex refraction indices of the two circularly polarized modes causes
rotation of the polarization plane due to different velocity of left and right
circularly polarized light in the magnetic media, while the different imaginary
parts of the refraction indices induces the elliptical polarization of light due to
different absorption rate of the two modes.
W e use the asymmetric off-diagonal elements in the dielectric tensor to
describe M OKE.

For arbitrary orientation of the magnetization M , the

dielectric tensor is [24]

1
s = s -iQ ,
iQ v

iQ,

-iQ y

>

iQ,

~ iQ x

1

19

(3.1)

The diagonal elements are nonmagnetic, while the off-diagonal elements
are dependent on magnetization. The refraction indices for left and right
circularly

polarized

light are

respectively, w here n =

nL = n ( \ - \ / 2 Q k ) ,

and

nR = n(\ + \ / 2 Q k)

is the average refraction index, Q (Q x> Q y, Q z) is

the Voigt vector, and k is the unit vector along the direction of the light
propagation.[24] The rotation of the light polarization plane after traveling a
tzL

distance L in a magnetic media is a = — Re(« - nR) =
A
L

nL

A

-*

"

R e (Q • k) , w here A

is the light wavelength in vacuum.
M OKE is categorized as longitudinal (L.), transverse (T.), and polar (P.)
M OKE by the direction of magnetization component with respect to the light
incident plane and the sample surface, shown in Fig. 2.1.[25] For L. geometry,
the magnetization component is parallel to the incident plane and within the
sample

surface;

for

T.

geometry,

the

magnetization

component

is

perpendicular to the incident plane and within the surface; and for P. geometry,
the magnetization component is vertical to the surface plane. The magnetic
field is applied in the sample plane and parallel with the light incident plane.

20

Fig. 2.1: Schematics of longitudinal, transverse, and polar Kerr effects.[25]
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Tab 3.1:

The

Fresnel coefficients for p polarized

light incident on

a

nonmagnetic/magnetic interface. 01, 02 denote the incident and refracted
angle in the magnetic layer, respectively. The Voigt coefficients Qx, Qy, and
Q z are proportional to the magnetization components of mx, my, and mz.[26]

rpp

Tps

Polar

47 cos#, - cos
47 cos#, + cos#,

Q. cos0i
i{‘JecosO\+cos^ Kcos/?, +-JecosOt)

Longitudinal

47cos#, - cos#2
47 cos#, +cos#2

Q.-Jecos/?,tan6]
/(VFcostf, +COS02XCOS#, +V7COS02)

Transverse

■yfecos0,yj\ - Ql / cos’ 0t - cos0l - i'JsQ,. cos0ttan0,
cos0^\ ~Ql / cos201+cos/?; -i-JeQ, cos0, tan02

0

M OKE depends on the magnetization geometry. With p-polarized incident
light, the L. and P. components of the magnetization rotate the polarization
plane and introduce ellipticity to the reflected light, while the T. component
only changes the intensity of the reflected light.[26] Based on the Fresnel
coefficients summarized in Tab 3.1, w e detect the s component of the
reflected light for L. and P. M O K E measurements, while for the T. M O K E
measurement, we detect the p component of the reflected light.
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Figure

2.2

presents the

L.

and

T.

MOKE

m easurem ents

in 3 nm

Fe/Alo.iGa0.9As(001) sample. W e keep the light incident plane and the
magnetic field direction unchanged, but only rotate the sample to orient H
along

different

crystallographic

axes.

Panel

(e)

depicts

the

Fe

bulk

magnetization switching process with H applied very close to the magnetic
hard axis [1-1 0]. The M undergoes a large rotation to a direction near [-110],
and then switches. The switch causes little change of the L. component as
revealed in the panel (a), since L. component of magnetization is along H
orientation. But this process reverses sign of the T. component, causing the
jump in the panel (d). W hen the sample is rotated to H along the easy axis
[110], the magnetization is always collinear to H, and switches from [110] to its
opposite orientation, which only induces a change in the L. component. Thus,
we observe a jump in the L.M O KE (panel (c)), and no magnetic contrast in
the T.M O KE (panel (f)).
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Fig. 2.2: Longitudinal (a)-(c), and transverse (d)-(f) M O K E m easurem ents on
oxidized Fe surface of 3 nm Fe/AI0.iG a0.9As(001); (e) sequence of the Fe bulk
magnetization switching process with H close to [1-1 0].
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2.2 Magnetization induced Second Harmonic Generation
(MSHG)

MOKE

MSHG

Centro-symmetric
Bulk
Interface

Substrate

Fig. 2.3: M easurem ent geometry of M S H G & M O K E

Magnetization

induced

second

harmonic

theoretically put forward by Ru-Pin

generation

(M S H G )

Pan e t al. in 1 9 8 9 ,[2 7 ]

was

and was

experimentally observed on a F e surface by Kirschner et al. in 1991 ,[28] and
at the Co/Au interface by Rasing et al. in 1 9 9 4 .[2 9 ] This technique is
extremely sensitive to the magnetization with broken symmetry, and is of
particular importance to investigate magnetism at buried interfaces. Figure 2.3
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presents the different probing region of M S H G and MOKE. (R efer to the
section 2.2.3 for the method of suppressing the surface M SHG )

2.2.1 Second Harmonic Generation
W hen the light shines on a material, electrons are oscillate by the
electromagnetic field of the light. For intense light, electrons oscillate with
higher frequency than the light, and generate new electromagnetic fields with
higher order frequency. The response of the material is described as P = P (0)
+ P{to) + P(2a>) + P{Z(o) + ...,[30] w here P is the electric polarization, and a> is
the angular frequency of light. P (0) is called optical rectification, and has no
relation with the magneto-optical effect. P{co), P(2eo), and P{3o>), ... give rise
to M O KE, second harmonic generation (S H G ) and third harmonic generation,
etc. In this section, our discussion focuses on the SHG.
S H G is expressed as:
P{2a>) = fE(co)E(co) + fE { a > ) VE{w),

(3.2)

where E((o) is the electric field of the light at the fundamental frequency, £

is

a 3rd-rank susceptibility tensor describing the electric dipole contributions, and
XQ

is

a

4 th-rank

susceptibility

tensor
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representing

the

quadrupolar

contributions.
“Dipole contributions are forbidden in bulk material with centro-symmetric
symmetry, and are only allowed on a surface

or at an interface

w here the

inversion symmetry is broken.”[25,31 ] Thus, x ° describes the surface

or

interface contribution to SHG. However, quardrupolar contributions exist
throughout the material, and xQ describes the

bulk contribution

to SHG. In

ultrathin films, the bulk contribution is much sm aller than the surface

or

interface contribution. So SH G is surface or interface sensitive, and can be
effectively described in the form of
Pi(2a>) = Z " E j (co)Ek(c>),
w here

(3.3 )

and k are the Cartesian coordinates, x " is a 3rd-rank susceptibility

tensor with 27

elements describing the crystal contribution to second

harmonic generation. Since Ej{co) and E k{co) are equivalent, and can be
exchanged, the independent tensor elements are reduced to 18. Expression
(3.3) can be written as

^x

Xxxx

Xxyy

X xzz

Xxyz

X xzx

Xyxx

Xyyy

X yzz

Xyzy

Xyzx

^X :u

Xzyy

Xzzz

Xzzy

X zzx
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(3.4)

Let’s assume that the inversion symmetry is broken along the z direction
(normal of the sample). Applying the symmetry operation of x -» - x , we have
P x -» - P x, Ex -> - E x, while Py and P z are unchanged. The number of tensor
elements is reduced. For example, P x oc ZxxxE2, changing x -► - x , we have P_
x °c Zxxx(-Ex)( - E x) = ZxxxEx2, the only w ay to satisfy P_x = - P x is that Zxxx = 0.
For another example, Py <x 2j yzx£ z£ x, changing x —> -x , w e have Py oc
2zyzxEArEx), the only w ay that Py is unchanged is that Zyzx = 0. W e can see
that all tensor components with odd number of index x are equal to zero.
Similarly, applying y

- y , with Py

- P y, £ y

- £ y, and P x and P z

unchanged, all tensor components with odd number of index y must be zero.
There is no operation of z -> - z , because the inversion symmetry is broken
along z direction. (If the inversion symmetry holds along z direction, for
example in a centro-symmetric bulk, with operation of z -> - z , w e can see
that all elements with odd number of index z are zero. Thus, the tensor z cr [0]3x6.

It

proves

that

second

harmonic

centrosymmetric bulk.)
Therefore, (3.4) becomes
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generation

is

forbidden

in

El
'

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Xyzy

0

0

0

x m

Ey

0

El

' P x)
Py

=

UJ

yXzX X

X zyy

X zzz

(3-5)

0

2 EyE2
0

2 E.EX
2E E

V

2.2.2 Nonlinear Magnetic Susceptibility Tensor
W e need to add the magnetic contribution affecting the interface second
harmonic generation.
P,(2(t>) = z ^ E ^ E . i c o ) +

E j((0)E k( g))M , ,

(3.6)

where xmis is a 4 th-rank tensor describing the magnetization induced second
harmonic generation.
W e consider the magnetic contribution term with L. configuration, shown
in Fig. 2.4. In this case, xlju 's reduced to a 3rd-rank tensor with I = x.

p

mag

p

m ag

pm ag

J

ZZe(Mx)
zZg( K )
%Zg(Mx)

%Zg(Mx) XZT(MX) zZ«(Mx) zZHMs) zZ*(Mx)
,(3.7)
E;
xZg(Mt) zZ7(Mx) z:::(Mx) zZg(Mx) z £ ( K )
2EyE,
zZg( K ) X:?(Mx) zZ*(Mx) zZg(Mx) zZg(MJ
2EZEX

k2E<E- j

M x can be treated as resulting from an electrical current loop in the y-z plane.
The mirror reflection operation in the x-z plane (y

- y ) causes M x -» - M x,

because the operation reverses the current loop direction, while the mirror
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operation in the y-z plane (x -> - x ) does not change M x. Applying the
symmetry operation x -> - x with P*ma9-> - P xma9, Ex —> - E x, and Mx, Pymag and
pmag unchanged, w e still have the result that all tensor components with odd
numbers of index x are equal to zero. But applying the operation y -» - y , with

Pymag-> - P yma9, Ey -» ~Ey, Mx -> - M x, and Pxmag and Pzmag unchanged, the
result is that all tensor components with odd number of index y are N O T equal
to zero. For example, Pxmag oc 2%xyxma9(Mx)ExEy, changing y -> -y , w e have

Pxmag oc 2Zxyxmag(-M x)Ex(-Ey) = - 2 Xxyxmag {-M x)ExEy. To satisfy that Pxmag is
unchanged, w e get

Xxyxmag

(Mx) =

~Xxyxmag

(~MX), which means that

Xxyxmag

( Mx)

is odd to Mx, and not necessary to be zero. For another exam ple, Pymag oc
2 Xyzymag(Mx)EyEz, changing y -► - y , w e have P .ymag oc 2 x yzymag( - M x)( - E y)Ez =
- 2 Xyzymag(-Mx)EyEz. To satisfy P .ymag = - P ymag, w e get Xyzymag{Mx) = X yzymag{ -

Mx), which is Xyzymag( M x) is even to Mx. Henceforth, the magnetic tensor for the
L. configuration is calculated to be

—

A , ijk 1

_.e vvn

yOdd^

0

0

0

0

. .o d d
X yxx

odd
sC yyy

y O d tf
A yzz

..e v e n
Xyzy

0

0

^.even
X xxx

..e v e n

..e v e n
X zzz

. .o d d
X zyz

0

0

Xzyy

Xxzx

/v xyx

(3.8)

Similarly, the magnetic tensor for the T. configuration is
^ y°d d
A , xxx
v ma8
X ijk 1

—

y°d d
A xyy

yO dd
A xzz

0

even
A XZX

0

even
A yz y

0

odd
ly x y

0

y°d d
AeZXZ

0

0

0

0

even
y A zxx

..e v e n
X zyy

even
A zzz
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(3.9)

2.2.3 Experimental Consideration
For the M SH G measurement, w e apply s-polarized incident light, which is
E = (0, Ey, 0), with an incident angle of 0, shown in Fig. 2.4.
H

E P’

Fig. 2.4: Longitudinal and transverse configurations of MSHG.
W e consider first the configuration which detects the L. component of the
magnetization. By considering both structure and magnetization contributions
to S H G

the s component of the polarization for the frequency-doubled

reflective light is given as P 8'8 = P y = Zyyy^lE yf, and the p component as Ps'p
= P ^ -sinff) = - {xzyy+Xzyy^'llEyfsmO. W e measure the light intensity which is
l(2a>) oc P^P(co). The signal will have no magnetic contrast if the analyzer is set
to exactly s. In order to get a proper contrast, the analyzer needs to be set
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aw ay from s, shown as an angle of a in Fig. 2.4. Thus, the polarization w e are
detecting is P = P ^ c o s a + P ^ s in a , thus the light intensity l(2a)) is
proportional to
Ir Z y y y ^ (Zzyy+ Zzyye e )s \V \^ \r\2 o c ^ {x y y y

dC O S a ) + (Zzyy+ Zzyye

) (sin£teina)2]|£y| .
(3.10)

The asymmetry of M SH G is expressed as

A = [l(M) - l(-M )]/[l(M ) + l{-M )]
=

~Zyyy° d(Zzyy+ Zzyye

)s \r\Q s ,\r\2 .a ][(x yyy0d

cos a )

+ {Zzyy+ Zzyye

e )2(sin£teina)2].
(3.11)

which describes the magnetic contrast, a is usually very small, a few
degrees. For simplicity, w e will use

S in - S o u t

to describe the polarization

combination of incident and reflective light for the L. M S H G measurement.
Similarly, the configuration to detect the T. component of the magnetization
gives

P ^

=

0,

and

{Zzyy+Zzyyeven) \ E y\2s \n 0 .

/(2<y)

oc \~Xxyy

P sp

=

P xcos <9

+

P z( - s in ^

=

Zxyy°dd\E y\2c o s 0

-

Setting the analyzer to p, the reflective intensity is

(Zzyy+ Zzyy

)sin2P+

(%Xyy°d<1C O S fff + {Zzyy+ Zzyy6™ ")2

Sin2P] |Ey|4.
(3.12)

Moreover, the asymmetry of M SH G is
A = —Zxyy°dd(Zzyy+ZzyyeVen)sin2.0f[{ZxyyOddCOS6?f + (,2fzyy+^zyyeVen)2Sin2 • (3-13)
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Hence, Sin-Pout is the proper polarization combination for the T. M S H G
measurement.
To detect the interface magnetization, w e should suppress the surface
signal. A standard method is to oxidize the surface to reduce the density of
free electrons. The surface M S H G signal was found to decrease exponentially
with increasing surface oxide concentration.[28]
To detect the surface magnetization, we need to choose a thick sam ple to
block the S H G signal from the interface. Figure 2.5 presents the L. and T.
M SH G measurements from the oxidized Fe surface of F e/M g O (001). The Fe
bulk has a thickness of 20 nm which is thick enough to block any interface
SH G with a wavelength of 400 nm. All m easurements are carried out with s
polarized incident light. The surface L. M S H G does N O T show any notable
magnetic contrast till the analyzer is 30° from s, because the surface
oxidation

greatly

reduces

magnetization dependent

the

magnetic

contrast

by

reducing

the

in (3.11). The contrast is optimized with the

analyzer 45° from s, shown in panels (a) and (b). The T. M S H G (panels (c)
and (d)) is measured with the analyzer set to p. W e rotate the sam ple to align
H along different crystallographic axis. Each panel is the average of four
scans.
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Panel (e) depicts the surface magnetization switching process with H very
close to the

Fe

magnetic

hard

axis

[110].

It first switches from

the

crystallographic orientation [100] to [0-1 0], causing a large decrease in L.
(corresponding to the large jum p at H s1 in panel (a )) and invariance of T.
component. During the second switching process, the magnetization switches
from the orientation near [0 -1 0 ] to the direction near [-1 -1 0 ], inducing a small
reduction in L. (small jump at H s2 in panel (a)) and a large reduction in the T.
component (large jump at Hs2 in panel (c)). If the sam ple is rotated to H along
the easy axis [100], the magnetization is always collinear to H. It means that
magnetization has only the L. component which switches from [100] to [-10 0].
Thus, w e observe a one-step switch in the L.M S H G (panel (b)), and no
magnetic contrast in the T.M SHG (panel (d)).
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Fig. 2.5: Longitudinal (a)-(b), and transverse (c)-(d) M S H G m easurem ents on
oxidized Fe surface of 20 nm Fe/M gO (001); (e) sequence of the surface twostep switching process with H close to [110].

2.3 Time-resolved MOKE
Time-resolved (TR ) M OKE is an all optical method to measure coherent
spin precession in the time dom ain.[32] With application of femto-second
pulsed laser, ~ 150 fs in our setup, it can resolve ultra-fast spin dynamic
signal up to a maximum frequency of 3.3 T H z in principle. Figure 2.6 depicts
the m easurem ent geometry. This technique applies a modulated pump beam
with high pulse energy to initiate spin precession, and detect the spin dynamic
behavior by a time-delayed probe beam with much less pulse energy.

TRMOKE

Probe

Subs*

Fig. 2.6: M easurem ent geometry of TR M O K E
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2.3.1 Laser induced Magnetization Precession
Figure 2.7 depicts the pump light effect inducing the spin precession.
Before the pump light hits the sample, the magnetization is along the direction
of the equilibrium effective magnetic field (panel (a)) which is the vector sum
of the anisotropy field, demagnetization field, and external field. The pump
light heats the bulk material and greatly increases the electron temperature
within a few pico-seconds. This ultra-fast heating destroys the magnitude of
the magnetization, and also changes the effective field from equilibrium to
transient orientation (panel (b)). The magnetization senses a torque by the
transient effective field, and starts to process around it (panel (c)). After about
50 ps, the electron temperature decreases to the equilibrium value due to
heat transferring to the lattice. The magnetization and the anisotropy fields
recover, and the effective field returns to the equilibrium orientation. The
magnetization precesses till it relaxes to the equilibrium orientation (panel (d)).
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Pump

(a)

Fig. 2.7: Excitation of spin precession

The spin precession is monitored by the variance o f the magnetization P.
component. The incident probe light is p-polarized, and the s-component of
the reflective light is measured. Figure 2.8 presents the TR M O K E results of
8 nm Fe/M gO (001) with the magnetic field H along the Fe crystallographic
axis [110]. As revealed by the Fourier spectrum in panel (a), the spin
precesses in a uniform mode, and its precession frequency is dependent on
the strength of the magnetic field.. Panel (b) shows the TR M O K E with H =
233 Oe. Stage I (from 0 to 5.33 ps), II (from 5.3 3 to32 ps), and III (from 32 ps
to over 1 ns) correspond to the magnetization behavior in stage (b), (c), and
(d) of Fig. 2.7, respectively. The data within stage III is well fitted by a dam ped
sine w ave Ae_rfsin(<yf+^), with the precession amplitude A, the decay rate r ,
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Fig. 2.8: (a) TR M O K E measurements of 8 nm F e/M g O (001) with the magnetic
field H along the Fe crystallographic axis [110]. (b) TR M O K E with H = 233 Oe.
Red curve is the data fitting by a damped sine w ave. Inset zooms in the
demagnetization signal within the first 5.33 ps.
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2.3.2 Precession Frequency and Effective Gilbert Damping
The angular frequency of small angle magnetization precession can be
analytically solved from the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG ) equation [14]

7 i-d2^ d2F
MsinB dO2 d<f>2

d2F n2i1/2 ,
d6d</)
^

*

F is the free energy which is the sum of the anisotropy, demagnetization, and
Zeem an energy; B & </>are the inclination and azimuth angle of M in spherical
coordinate,

respectively; and

6b &

<h are

the corresponding spherical

coordinate value of the equilibrium magnetization orientation.
For Fe/M gO (001) with magnetic field applied in sample plane,
F =

( a 2a 2 + a 2a 2 + a 2a 2) + K u sin2( 0 - n / 4 ) sin2 6

+ K ± cos2 B + 2 n ( M s cos6 ) 2 - H M Ssin^cos(^ - ^ )
where «i = sin6fcos$ az = s in ^ in ^ , ar3 = cos#, 0 is the angle between M and
Fe crystallographic axis [001], ^ is the angle between M and [100], <?is the
angle between the magnetic field H and [100], and K i, Ku and Kx are the
cubic, uniaxial, and vertical magnetic anisotropy energy constant, respectively.
Plugging F into (3.15) with 6b = n/2 (M equilibrium orientation is in plane), we
have [33]
(o = ]{(H cos{S-<k) + H a)(H cos(8 -fo ) + f / ) ] 1/2,

(3.16)

with H a = -2 K i//U scos(4^) - 2 K J M scos{20), Hp = 4nM s + 2 K J M S- K J M Scos22^
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- K J M s(\+co$2<f>), y = yeg/2 (for Fe, g = 2.09 and ye = 1 .7 6 *1 0 7 H z/O e), and fo
satisfying dF!d<j> ($),

k/2)

= 0. Figure 2.9 plots the fitting of magnetization

precession frequency vs. external magnetic field magnitude according to LLG
equation. The data is taken from 8 nm F e/M g O (001) with H II [110].
Determined from fitting, KUM S, K J M S and K±/Ms equal to 260 ± 5, 0 ± 2, and
(5.6 + 0.2)x103 Oe, respectively.
At last, the analytical solution of effective Gilbert damping from LLG

equation i s a r = -----------------1— -— ,[14] where r
Y^Feo + F ^ l sin 0 )

is the decay rate of spin

precession.

10

8
6
4

2

0

200

400
600
H (Oe)

800

Fig. 2.9: Fitting of magnetization precession frequency vs. external magnetic
field magnitude for 8 nm F e/M gO (001) with H l l [110].
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2.4 Experimental Setup
The experimental setup of M O KE, M SH G and T R M O K E is shown in Fig.
2.10. The magnetic field is applied in the sample plane. The sample is
mounted on a rotatable stage to orient the applied field along different crystal
orientation. The modulated pump pulse is only required for TR M O K E . The
probe light reaches the sample with an incident angle of 45°. For M O K E
measurements, the incident probe beam is p polarized, and reflective s (p)
component is detected by a photodiode for L. (T.) configuration. For MSHG,
an s-polarized beam shoots on the sample, and the s (p) component of the
frequency-doubled reflective light is detected by a photomultiplier (P M T ) for L.
(T.) configuration. For TR M O K E , w e apply a tim e-delayed p-polarized incident
light, and detect the reflective s-component. W e carry out all m easurements
with a 150 fs pulsed Ti:sapphire amplifier laser system at a 1 kHz repetition
rate and 800 nm wavelength.
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Fig.

2.10:

Sketch

of the

experimental

TR M O KE.[34]
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setup

of

M OKE,

M SHG

and

Chapter 3
Identification of Antiferromagnetic Spins at Fe/MgO(001)
Interface: Observation of Exchange Bias by Magnetic SecondHarmonic Generation [35]

The ferromagnet/oxide interface is key to the development of emerging
multiferroic and spintronic technologies with new functionality. Here we probe
the

Fe/M gO

phenomenon

interface

magnetization,

manifested

in

the

and

interface

identify
spin

an

exchange

system.

The

bias

interface

magnetization exhibits a pronounced exchange bias (EB) - the hysteresis
loop is shifted entirely to one side of the zero field

axis.

The

bulk

magnetization does not, in marked contrast to typical systems w here EB is
manifested

only

antiferromagnetic

in the

net

magnetization.

magnetizations

at

the

This

interface.

reveals
We

existence

control

the

of
EB

magnitude by varying the interface oxygen concentration and F e-O bonding.
Thus, w e identify FeO nanoclusters as the origin of antiferromagnetic pinning
sites that exist even

for a

nominally “clean” interface.

These

results

demonstrate that atomic moments at the interface are non-collinear with the
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bulk magnetization, and can serve as spin scattering sites to reduce the
tunneling magnetoresistance. Temperature and strain dependent studies
show that the lattice mismatch between M gO and Fe enhances the blocking
temperature above room temperature. O ur results have broad implications for
understanding ferromagnet/oxide heterostructures, and provide new insights
into the interface spin system and exchange bias.
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3.1 Introduction
3.1.1 Current Understanding of Spin Tunneling Process in
Fe/MgO/Fe(001)
Fe/M gO /Fe magnetic tunneling junctions (M TJs) are predicted to exhibit
very large tunnel magnetoresistance (TM R ) > 1000 % because the symmetry
of the majority spin band near E f in the Fe matches the Ai symmetry of
propagating states in the MgO, while that of the Fe minority spin band does
not.[36] This results in preferential transmission of majority spin electrons,
while minority spin electrons are blocked due to rapid attenuation of their
Bloch wave states within the MgO. Although a large change in resistance
AR/R = (Rap -

Rp)/Rp ~ 200% has been observed experimentally as the

magnetization of the two Fe electrodes is changed from parallel (P) to
antiparallel (AP),[37,38] this value is much lower than predicted.
The

band

symmetries

and

consequent

symmetry-dependent

transmission are highly sensitive to the Fe/M gO interface structure.

spin

Tusche

et ai. attributed this discrepancy to FeO formation at the Fe/M gO interface
which was detected by the large angle X-ray diffraction.[11] First-principle
calculations by Zhang et al. showed that F e O dramatically reduces the
conductance of the majority spin channel by reducing the interface density of

states of Ai symmetry at the Fermi energy, so that AR = ( R a p - Rp) w as much
smaller than for the ideal interface.[12]
These studies focused on the chemistry and atomic structure of the
Fe/M gO interface, and did not address the spin orientation at the interface.

3.1.2 Fe/MgO(001) Interface
The Fe/M gO (001) interface can be fabricated with high structural quality
because the Fe grows in a layer-by-layer fashion, and there is a small lattice
mismatch between Fe and MgO (3.8% ), with the in-plane Fe[100] axis rotated
45°with respect to that of the MgO.[11] The sub-monolayer FeO forms due to
excess

oxygen

induced

by

MgO

layer growth.[11]

FeO

is

a

known

antiferromagnet (AFM ) with a Neel tem perature of 198 K, which can be
enhanced to nearly 800 K if a thin FeO film is em bedded into a ferromagnetic
matrix.[39] W hile an exchange bias might be expected after field cooling the
heterostructure, there have been no reports of this effect occurring in the
Fe/M gO (001) bi-layer system, possibly because the interface FeO does not
pin enough Fe interface atomic moments to generate a detectable exchange
bias in the net magnetization. Therefore, a direct probe of the interface
magnetization is needed.
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3.1.3 Exchange Bias
Exchange bias occurs at the interface between an A FM and a ferromagnet
(FM ), where the hard magnetization of the A FM biases the magnetization of
the softer F M .[45,46] The exchange bias is created by cooling the A F M /FM
structure in an applied field through the Neel temperature (temperature at
which AF order sets in) of the AFM .

The very strong exchange coupling

between the interface layers of the FM and AFM tends to pin or “bias” the
magnetization of the FM in a specific direction. This causes an offset of the
hysteresis loop so that it is no longer centered at zero applied field, but shifted
by an amount corresponding to the exchange bias field, HE, as illustrated in
Figure 3.1. The exchange bias increases the magnitude of the applied
magnetic field needed to reverse the magnetization of the FM from the normal
coercive field H c to H C+HE.
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FM
AFM

e

Fig. 3.1: Classic model of exchange bias. The relative orientation of the
atomic moments in the A FM and FM are shown schematically, illustrating the
lateral offset in the magnetization curve, after references [45] and [46], The
magnitude of the exchange bias field H E and coercive field H c are defined in
the figure.

Exchange bias is of great technological importance in tailoring the
operating characteristics of most magnetic devices, including hard disk read
heads, magnetic memory, and magnetic sensors. However, it remains poorly
understood because it is generally observed only indirectly through the
response of the bulk magnetization, and continues to be extensively studied
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in a wide variety of systems.[40,41,42,43] Seminal work by Valev et ai used
M SH G to study the length scale over which exchange bias occurred by
varying the thickness o f a Cu spacer layer in the C oO /C u/Fe system .[44] They
found that the magnetic interaction between the Fe and antiferromagnetic
CoO layer was sufficiently strong to induce order in the C oO even at Cu
spacer layer thicknesses for which there was no observable shift in the
hysteresis loop.

3.1.4 Importance of Interface Magnetic Characterization of
Fe/MgO(001)
In

this

chapter,

we

use

magnetization-induced

second

harmonic

generation (M S H G ) to selectively study the magnetization at the Fe/M gO
interface, and discover an exchange bias not previously observed in this
system. W e observe a pronounced shift of the interface hysteresis loop from
zero field, the classic signature of exchange bias.[45,46] Such a shift is not
observed in the “bulk” magnetization (i.e. the net magnetization of the Fe film)
which we measure with standard magnetometry and the magneto-optic Kerr
effect (M O KE), in marked contrast with studies of typical exchange bias
systems. This signals the presence of an antiferromagnetic (A F) exchange
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pinning layer at the interface, and shows that the magnetic moments at the
interface are not parallel to the net magnetization of the Fe layer as the
magnetization is switched, contrary to expectation. A F spins and deviations
from parallel alignment are known to produce strong spin scattering and
reduce

AR/R.['\'\,36]

interface

In addition,

spin-polarized

this

non-parallel

density-of-states,

which

alignment alters
plays

a

key

role

the
in

determining the spin polarization of the tunnel current in spin-dependent
tunnel structures, strongly effecting AR/R.[A7] W e are able to control the
magnitude of the exchange bias field by varying the interface oxygen
concentration, confirming that this effect is induced by Fe-O bonding and
compound formation, and is likely to be present even for “clean” MgO
surfaces. Our results identify a new source of spin scattering

in this

technologically important MTJ system, provide insight into the phenomenon of
exchange

bias,

and

suggest

new

characteristics of MTJs.
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avenues

for

tuning

the

operating

3.2 Experimental Methods
3.2.1 Samples Preparation
W e begin with M g O (001) bulk single crystal wafers, which are pre-cleaned
with isopropyl alcohol and annealed in-situ to 773 K. W e alter the oxygenanion-density on the surface by treating the substrate in one of three ways: i)
to create a high density, we oxidize the substrate in 2 0 0 T partial pressure of
oxygen gas at RT for 15 minutes with UV-light from a Hg-lamp; ii) to generate
a normal density we do not treat the surface: iii) finally, to generate a low
density, we heat the substrate further to 973 K to desorb any excess
oxygen.[48] Fe is then deposited using molecular-beam-epitaxy (M B E ) either
at room temperature or 473 K at a growth rate of 0 .2 5 nm/min.

All samples

are exposed to air, which oxidizes the Fe surface, reducing the free-electrondensity and suppressing the surface MSHG.[18]
High resolution transmission electron microscopy (TE M ) images of each
type of sample are shown in Fig. 3.2, and confirm the high quality of the
Fe/M gO interface in each case. The

interface quality and structure is

comparable to that reported for thin film Fe/M gO /Fe (001) sam ples which
exhibit high T M R values.[9,10] For each sample type, the (200) M gO and (110)
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Fe lattice fringes are continuous across the Fe/M gO interface. The interface
exhibits defect structure consistent with the 3.8%

lattice mismatch and

monolayer step fluctuations on the MgO substrate surface. W e note that any
FeO formation is difficult to distinguish because, in addition to the local strain
and defects noted above, MgO and FeO have the sam e rocksalt structure
and similar lattice parameters (0.421 and 0.433 nm, respectively).

Fig. 3.2: Transmission electron microscopy images of sample interfaces, (a)
high, (b) normal, and (c) minimum oxygen density.
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To characterize further the bonding structure at the Fe/M gO interface w e
performed

high

resolution

X-ray

photoelectron

spectroscopy

(X P S )

measurements. Since X P S is a surface sensitive technique, w e need to etch
the

10 nm Fe/M gO

samples by Ar bombarding

in vacuum

before the

measurement. The Fe thickness is monitored by simultaneous depth profile
X P S m easurem ent of Fe 2P peaks and O 1S peak, shown in Fig. 3.3.
After the Fe layer is thinned to 2 ± 0.3 nm, high resolution X P S of Fe and
O peaks are taken with a feedback electronic control loop to insure zero
charge build in the sample during the measurement.
Fe X P S spectra confirm that FeO forms at Fe/M gO interface and its
concentration decreases with reducing the interface oxygen-anion-density.
The analysis of Fe

2

P 3/2 spectra (Figs. 3.4(a)-(b)) shows three peaks centered

at 706.6, 708.0, and 709.8 eV, corresponding to Fe, F e2+, and

Fe3+,

respectively.[49] In the Fe 2 P i/2 spectra (Figs. 3.4(c)-(d)), the Fe, Fe2+, and
Fe3+ peaks are centered at 719.6, 721.1, and 723.6 eV, respectively. Fe2+
implies the existence of FeO, which shows the stronger sub-peak at the
interface having high oxygen concentration. In addition, the formation of Fe
oxides is further verified by the oxygen peak at 531.5 eV in Figs. 3.4(e)-(f),
while the oxygen peak at 530.0 eV corresponds to the MgO oxygen. X P S
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spectrum reveals Fe3+ sub-peaks, which suggests the existence of Fe20 3 or
Fe30 4. Y-Fe2C>3 and Fe30 4 have spinal lattice structures, and a -F e 20 3 has a
rhombohedra

corundum structure.

But T E M

images do not show any

evidence of either structure at interface. Thus, the observed Fe3+ spectrum
could be caused by the surface oxygen anion mixing into interface via the Ar
bombarding. Ar ion dislocates oxygen from surface Fe oxide, as revealed by
the non-zero oxygen concentration throughout the etching process of top
8 nm Fe film in Fig. 3.3. The amount of mixed surface oxygen is the sam e for
different interface, which causes the sam e amount of Fe3+ in Fig. 3.4(a)-(d).
This does not affect the trend of Fe2+ concentration, increasing with the
interface oxygen concentration. The dependence of F e2+ on O 2- verifies the
FeO formation at F e/M gO (001) interface.
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Fig. 3.3: Depth profile X P S of Fe/M gO (001) interfaces with high and low
oxygen concentration. The Ar ion is used to bombard the Fe layer. The high
resolution X P S measurements are taken at the time indicated by the red
dashed lines, corresponding to 2 and 2.3 nm thick Fe film,[50] respectively.
The blue dashed line indicates Fe/M gO interface, while the red and black
lines show the surfaces of etched and original F e film, respectively.
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P 1/2 ; and (e), (f) O 1S spectrum taken from different Fe/M gO

interfaces.
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3.2.2 Measurements Setup
W e field anneal the samples with a 12 m W pulsed laser beam focused to
a spot diameter of 1 mm (Ti:Sapphire amplifier system, 800 nm wavelength,
150 fs pulse duration, 1 kHz repetition rate). The average temperature of the
annealing spot is 353 K, as described below. W e then air-cool the sample to
room temperature (R T) with a magnetic field of 747 O e applied along the Fe
magnetic easy axis [100].
After field annealing, w e use the laser beam (reduced to 5 m W ) to
measure the magnetic properties in two complementary ways: the M SH G
technique measures the magnetic response of the F e/M gO (001) interface,
and the magneto-optical Kerr effect (M O K E ) m easures the bulk-averaged
magnetization. Data are acquired over a magnetic field range of ± 366 Oe. All
magnetic field and temperature scans are completely reversible. For the case
of longitudinal MSHG, we irradiate the sample with s-polarized light and
detect the reflected M SH G signal (400 nm wavelength) with a photomultiplier
tube, placed after a prism and an analyzer, which is set to 6 degrees from spolarization to m easure the interface magnetization. In the longitudinal M OKE
studies, we measure the bulk magnetization by irradiating the sample with ppolarized light and detecting the s component of the reflected light with a
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photodiode. As a control to isolate the magnetic properties of the air-exposed
Fe surface, we grow a 20 nm thick Fe film on M gO (001) at RT - the incident
laser light used for the M SH G m easurements cannot penetrate the 20 nm
thick film, and therefore any signal thus measured comes from the Fe surface.
W e detect the surface signal with the exactly sam e setup, and see no M S H G
signal from the oxidized Fe surface.

3.3 Results and Discussions
3.3.1 Identification of Interface Exchange Bias by MSHG
The magnetic properties of the Fe/M gO interface and Fe bulk w ere
determined using M SH G and M O K E as illustrated in Figure 3.5, The M S H G
signal is produced only at areas w here the inversion symmetry is broken, and
therefore is sensitive only to the interface magnetization [28,51,52,53] and not
the Fe bulk. In contrast, M O K E averages the magnetization of the entire film,
and provides a measure of the net magnetization.
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Fig. 3.5: M O K E / M SH G data of F e/M g O (001 ) with the high and normal
interface oxygen density, (a) M O K E data for a 10 nm F e/M gO (001) sample
with a high density of oxygen on the M gO surface prior to Fe deposition,
showing no offset along the horizontal axis, (b) M SH G data from the sam e
sample. The curve exhibits a pronounced offset along the horizontal axis, the
classic signature of exchange bias. Panels (c) and (d) show corresponding
data for a sample with a normal density of oxygen on the M gO surface. The
exchange bias fields H E and coercive fields H c are indicated in each panel.
Black and red curves are taken with the magnetic field sweeping from
negative to positive, and from positive to negative, respectively. Data are
acquired over a field range of ± 366 O e, and no additional switching is
observed beyond ± 50 Oe. All data are obtained at RT with the positive
magnetic field applied along the in-plane easy axis, Fe[100].
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Fig. 3.6: M SH G data of F e/M gO (001) after rotating sample. The positive
direction of H is along Fe [-100].

Figure 3.5 shows the M OKE and M S H G data obtained at R T with the
applied field along the easy in-plane axis Fe[100] for F e/M gO (001) samples
prepared with a high interface oxygen density (a,b) and an intermediate
interface oxygen density (c,d). In the M S H G data of panel (b), the hysteresis
loop is completely shifted to the left of the zero field axis, clearly indicating
pronounced exchange bias of the interface magnetization. The exchange bias
field given by the shift of the hysteresis loop along the H -axis is He = 19 ± 4
O e. The interface exchange bias phenomenon is confirmed by taking M S H G
measurements after rotating the sample 180° and observing that the loop is
shifted from left to right in Fig. 3.6. In contrast, M O K E data from the sam e
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sample (panel (a)) exhibit no shift of the hysteresis loop. Although the M O K E
measurement in principle includes the contribution from the interface layer,
the interface exchange bias cannot be distinguished due to the much larger
contribution from the rest of the film (the “bulk”), and the exponential
attenuation of the laser probe with distance from the surface, significantly
reducing any signal from the buried interface. Moreover, EB is an interface
orientated phenomenon and H e oc1/fce,[46] with Fe thickness fpe- M S H G
measures approximately the first 3 Fe layers at the interface, ~ 3.34 A
thickness.[11,14] Hence HE is expected to be 0.8 O e for the 10 nm thick Fe
film, which is too w eak to be detected by M O KE.
By comparing the M OKE and M S H G data of Fig. 3.5(a) and (b), there is
clearly a range of applied field on each side of the zero field axis for which the
interface magnetization is antiparallel to that of the bulk. These results reveal
that the Fe interface ferromagnetic magnetization is not rigidly coupled to the
bulk, which indicates a w eak inter-layer coupling at interface.
In general, the exchange coupling can be anisotropic in low dimension
lattices, which has also been observed experimentally in several other thin
film magnetic systems. For example, several groups have reported large
angular deviations and w eak exchange coupling between the surface and
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bulk magnetizations of Co [54] and Fe [55,56] thin films. Gruyters et al in fact
observed that the reversal of the bulk magnetization of Co films w as preceded
by a complete reversal o f the surface magnetization, demonstrating that the
two were largely decoupled.[54] These different behaviors for the surface and
bulk magnetization were attributed to the reduced coordination and site
symmetry at the surface, leading to w eak inter-layer coupling while preserving
strong intra-layer exchange.
both

the

static

and

For epitaxial films of F e(001) on AIG aA s(001),

dynamic

behavior

of

the

Fe/AIGaAs

interface

magnetization were observed to be distinctly different from that of the bulk,
resulting in large angular deviations between the two and attributed to a
decoupling of bulk and interface spins.[19,33] The exchange coupling in
ferromagnetic metals originates from itinerant ferromagntic electrons. The
bond formation changes the electron distribution of the interface layer(s),
particularly when strongly electronegative species (e.g. O, As) are involved,
and may reduce the interlayer coupling to the bulk layers.
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3.3.2 Comparison MSHG Measurements of Fe Surface and
Fe/AlOx Interface
To rule out possible contributions from the air-exposed Fe surface (which
can in principle induce a small M SH G signal, as it also breaks inversion
symmetry), w e made identical measurements on 20 nm thick Fe films on M gO
prepared in the sam e way. Since the skin depth of 4 0 0 nm light is less than
20 nm, the thicker Fe film blocks the M SH G signal from the interface, so only
a potential surface contribution can be detected. W e see no M S H G signal and
no exchange bias in Fig. 3.7(b). To further confirm the origin of the exchange
bias, Fe/AIO x/M g O (001) reference samples w ere prepared which included a
monolayer of aluminum oxide between the Fe and M gO. Because AI bonds
so strongly to oxygen, F e -0

interaction is minimized.

These samples

exhibited no exchange bias in either the M O K E or M S H G data (panels (c) and
(d) respectively), demonstrating that Fe-O bond formation plays an essential
role.

These control experiments confirm that the exchange bias signal w e

measure originates from the Fe/M gO interface.
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Fig. 3.7: M O K E / M SH G data of 20 nm F e/M g O (001 ) and 10 nm Fe/AIO x.

3.3.3 Origin of Interface Exchange Bias
W e control the magnitude of exchange bias by varying the interface
oxygen-anion-density through the oxygen exposure and growth temperatures
used to fabricate the different F e/M g O (001) samples, as described previously.
W e find that a higher oxygen concentration generates a larger exchange bias
of the interface magnetization. Figure 3.8 plots the strength of the interface
exchange bias field H E versus direction of the in-plane applied magnetic field
used for the M S H G m easurem ent relative to the Fe crystal axes for a variety
of concentrations. The solid squares, triangles and circles represent the
exchange bias magnitude for interfaces with high, normal, and low oxygen-
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anion-densities, respectively, for samples grown at RT. The open triangles
represent data for an interface grown at 4 73 K with normal oxygen-aniondensity. All the samples were first field annealed along [100]. It is important to
note that the exchange bias is clearly present even for our “normal” oxygenanion-density sample (M gO heated to 773 K with no oxygen exposure), which
is considered a typical “clean” surface for subsequent deposition of Fe.
The gray curve represents the unidirectional anisotropy for which the
magnitude is proportional to |cos0|, w here 8 is the angle between the applied
field and the [100] crystallographic axis. The magnitude of the exchange bias
has maxima in [100] and [-1 0 0 ], minima in the orthogonal direction, and
intermediate values along the <110> axes, consistent with the |cos0| model.
Along [100], the exchange bias field H e of samples grown at R T exhibits a
monotonic increase with

increasing

interface

oxygen-anion-density

(the

strength is increased from 0 for the low oxygen density sample to 8 O e for the
normal and to 19 O e of the high density sample). This behavior demonstrates
that the degree of F e -0 interaction plays a critical role in the interface
exchange bias.

The interface grown at 473 K with normal oxygen-anion-

density

a

shows

slightly

smaller

exchange

bias

strength

than

the

corresponding sample grown at RT. Electron energy loss spectroscopy
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reveals that a higher growth temperature suppresses the formation of Fe-O at
the interface [57]. Thus the lower value of H E is consistent with reduced
formation of Fe-O. Both initial oxygen exposure of the MgO(OOI) surface and
growth temperature control the magnitude of the interface exchange bias by
changing the density of local FeO formation and corresponding AF exchange
pinning sites at the Fe/M gO interface.

[010]

o>

Fig. 3.8: Magnitude of exchange bias field H E vs. applied field direction. The
coordinate axes are those of the F e(001) film.

Note that the inner circular

coordinate contour is HE = 0 to more clearly display the data points. T h e ■, ▲,
and • symbols represent the measured absolute value of the exchange bias
strength for the interface with high, normal, and low oxygen-anion-densities,
respectively, grown at RT. The open triangles A represent results for the
sample grown at 473 K with intermediate oxygen-anion-density. The error bar
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of the exchange bias magnitude is 4 O e. The gray curve depicts the |cos0|
dependence of the exchange bias magnitude.

3.3.4 Identification of Interface Blocking Temperature
Figure

3.9(a)

shows the tem perature

dependence

of the

interface

exchange bias field HE and coercive field H c as determined from the M SH G
hysteresis loops taken at different incident laser powers from the Fe/M gO
interface with the high oxygen

concentration

(Figs.

3.9(b)).

The

local

temperature is determined from the laser power using a steady-state heat
rate equation discussed in the next paragraph.

The magnitude of the

exchange bias decreases with increasing tem perature (increasing power of
the incident laser beam ), and vanishes at 343 K (10 m W ), which w e identify
as the

interface

conventional

blocking

temperature,

Tm, to distinguish

blocking temperature determined from

it from

the exchange

the
bias

exhibited by the bulk magnetization.[5 8 ] The coercive field exhibits little
temperature dependence up to 343 K, w here it decreases from 12 to 7 O e as
the interface magnetization is no longer pinned by the exchange bias.
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Fig. 3.9: Temperature dependence of the exchange bias, (a) Exchange bias
field H e (triangles) and coercive field H c (squares) from Fe/M gO (001) sample
grown at RT with high interface oxygen density as a function of temperature
as determined from (b) the laser power dependence o f the M S H G hysteresis
loops. The blocking temperature is found to be 343 K.

The temperature

T of the laser spot satisfies the steady-state heat

equation
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-

K ( 8 2T / d x 2 + d 2T / d y 2) = C I h(Text - T ) + Q,

where K = 76.2 W /(m K) is the thermal conductivity of Fe, x, y are the
coordinates of the sample surface, C = 1 0 W /( m2-K) is the convective heat
transfer coefficient of air, h

= 10 nm is the Fe film thickness, rext= 296 K is the

air temperature, and Q is the heat source term of laser. Because the laser has
a

Gaussian

spatial

distribution

of

intensity,

Q

=

/(1 -f? )/0 .6 8 2 x e x p [-

2(x2+y2)/r2]/(Trr2h), where / is the laser power, R = 87% is the Fe reflectivity at
the wavelength of 800 nm, and r = 0.5 mm is the radius of the laser beam. W e
set the temperature at the boundaries of the sample (1x1 cm2) to be 296 K,
and calculate the temperature distribution T(x, y) numerically by finite elem ent
method. The average temperature within the laser beam is obtained by
dividing the integral of the temperature distribution by the beam area.
W e note that the electrons experience a much higher non-equilibrium
temperature than the steady-state value. Within the first few pico-seconds
after the laser pulse, electrons are excited to higher temperature before
transferring energy to the lattice. This process can be described as

n j C e(T)dT = l ( l - R )
T,
where n = tt fhp/rriA is the amount of Fe in the unit of mol with p =
7 .8 7 4 x 10 3 kg/m3 and mA = 56 g/mol, Ce(7 ) = 4.98T m J/(m o l K) is the Fe
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electron thermal capacity, T2 is the maximum electron temperature, and 7i is
the

average

steady-state

paragraph above.

electron

temperature

So T2 = [2/(1-f? )/4.98n + 7"i2]1/2.

as

determined

in

the

For the laser power of

10 mW, 7"i = 343 K and T2 = 768 K. W e use the steady state tem perature in
our discussion, since the M S H G processes w e m easure occur on a time
scale much shorter than the time required to raise the electron temperature
after the incident laser pulse.
To further verify estimated temperatures, w e conducted a comparison
measurement by global heating the sample to 373 K using a conventional
heater. After field cooling down the sample to RT, the M SH G loop exhibits a
H e value of 9 Oe, shown in Fig. 3.10. According to power dependent
measurements, the EB shows up after field annealing the sample with 12 m W
laser power, which suggests an annealing tem perature of 353 K. Thus, our
estimated temperature of laser spot from the steady-state heat equation is
acceptable.
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Fig. 3.10: M OKE and M SH G measurem ent of F e/M gO (001) interface with the
high oxygen concentration after field cooling from 373 K using a heater.
Measurements are taken using 7 m W laser power.

The blocking temperature of interface magnetization is surprisingly high
compared to typical values for bulk exchange bias systems (100 K). To
illustrate the reason, w e performed a strain dependent study of the exchange
bias in Fe/M gO (001). An ultrathin Fe film of 7.5 monolayers capped with 2 nm
thick Al film is deposited on M gO substrates by MBE.
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Figure

3.11

presents

vibrating

sample

magnetometry

(V S M )

measurements (a) before and (b) after field cooling the sample from 4 0 0 K to
RT with a magnetic field of 1500 0 e applied along Fe[100]. The panel (a)
shows the Fe film having two equivalent magnetic easy axes of [100] and
[010] before the field cooling. The panel (b) indicates that axes of [100] and
[010] become unequivalent after the field cooling. A kink is observed with the
magnetic field H U [010]. The magnetization starts switching at a positive field,
indicating the existence of a toque to align magnetization along [100]. The
overall hysteresis loop exhibits no exchange bias, suggesting that this torque
can reverse with H. The unpinned torque induces a uniaxial anisotropy with
the easy axis along the field cooling direction, i.e., along Fe [100]. The lattice
mismatch of M gO and Al with respect to Fe is 3.8% and - 0.2% . The positive
and negative mismatch results in a tensile and compressive stress on Fe,
respectively. The Al-induced compressive stress compensates part of the
MgO-substrate-induced tensile stress, thus it reduces the strain energy near
the Fe/M gO interface and weakens the pinning strength of AF spins at
Fe/M gO (001) interface. Therefore, the strain dependent study implies that the
lattice mismatch at the Fe/M gO interface can enhance both H e and Te.
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Fig. 3.11: V S M data of 7.5 monolayer Fe film on M gO with Al cap layer, (a)
before and (b) after field cooling. The ▲ and ■ represent results with the
magnetic field applied along Fe[100] and [010], respectively.

3.3.5 Interface Spin Structure
The shift of the hysteresis loop observed in the M S H G data but absent in
the M OKE for the samples with an oxygen-rich interface indicates that the
interface magnetization, but not the bulk, is exchange biased by FeO
formation at the F e/M gO (001) interface. Figure 3.12 shows an atomic view of
the chemical structure of the interface derived from the literature [11,14] - the
specific details are not essential to any argument we make, only the facts that
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(a) the starting MgO surface is not perfectly flat, and (b) oxygen diffuses into
the Fe film. W e superpose on this structure our model of the interface spin
structure produced by field annealing along Fe[100] as derived from the
M SH G data. Oxygen atoms intermix into the first two Fe layers, randomly
occupying the 4-fold hollow sites within the Fe(001) planes.[11] Fe atoms in
these layers thus bond with the oxygen atoms, effectively forming local areas
of FeO.

Super exchange coupling through the local Fe-O -Fe bonds, with

bond angle close to 180°, orient the coupled Fe atomic moments anti-parallel
(shown

as

blue

arrows),

producing

compensated

in-plane

AF

order

characteristic of FeO .[59] At locations without any intermixed oxygen atoms,
the short range Fe ferromagnetic coupling dominates (shown as red arrows).
The magnetic field annealing aligns the magnetization of interface and bulk
along the [100] direction.

The magnetic moments associated with Fe-O

bonds (blue arrows) are nominally collinear (parallel or anti-parallel) with the
ferromagnetic magnetization (red arrows), although they m ay be canted
slightly [60] due to the lattice distortion and magnetostriction.[61]
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Fig. 3.12: Model of atomic magnetic moments near the Fe/M gO interface
giving rise to the exchange bias layer detected with MSHG. Fe atoms with
their magnetic moment shown in blue are those coordinated and bonding with
an oxygen atom at the interface, and exhibit compensated in-plane A F order
leading to the exchange bias. Fe moments shown as hollow red arrows are
exchange biased by AF order at the interface. Fe moments shown as solid
red arrows constitute the bulk magnetization and exhibit no exchange bias.
The coordinate axes refer to the F e(001) lattice, and the in-plane magnetic
easy axes of the Fe film are along [100].

The M gO (001) in-plane axes are

rotated by 45° relative to those of the Fe.

The atomic structure of the

interface is taken from reference,[11] with oxygen atoms occupying the 4-fold
hollow sites in the first two Fe planes.
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According to the model proposed by Meiklejohn and B ean,[6 2 ,6 3 ] the
effective unidirectional magnetic energy is given by o = H EMFetFe• For our high
oxygen-anion-density interface, w e find a « 0.001 erg/cm 2, with H E = 19 Oe,
M Fe = 1 .7 * 1 0 3 em u/cm 3 is the Fe magnetization, and tFe = 0.3 nm (~ 2
monolayers) is the thickness of the exchange biased Fe interface layer
probed by MSHG.[11] For fully compensated AF spins at the F e /F eO (001)
interface, a * 0.05 erg/cm2.[64] Following the extended Meiklejohn and Bean
model proposed by Ohldag et al.,[65] w e attribute the decrease of a to the
reduction of pinned AF spins. Hence, the percentage of pinned interfacial AF
spins in our Fe/M gO (001) samples is approximately 2% . This is consistent
with the result reported by Ohldag et al. that only a small fraction ~ 4% of
pinned AF spins at the interface are responsible for producing an exchange
bias in a 2 nm thick Co layer.[65]

3.4 Conclusions
In conclusion, w e have studied the interface magnetization reversal
behavior of the F e/M gO (001) bi-layer system with magnetic second harmonic
generation. While previous studies addressed the chemistry of this interface
and related it to the band symmetries impacting spin transport,[11,14] here w e
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have selectively probed the interface magnetization, showed that it exhibits a
pronounced exchange bias not detectable in the bulk, thus signaling the
presence of an AF interface pinning layer, and derived a model for the spin
structure. W e demonstrate that this exchange bias originates from the
formation of local patches of AF FeO at the interface produced by super
exchange coupling via Fe-O -Fe bonds. The presence of AF FeO at the
interface and the accompanying exchange bias of the interface magnetization
are important in the development of a comprehensive understanding of spin
tunneling

process

in MTJs.

These

results are

also relevant to

any

ferromagnet/oxide interface in which the elemental constituents are likely to
form an antiferromagnetic oxide (e.g. FeO , CoO, MnO, NiO), as is the case in
many other spin tunnel barriers or complex oxide heterostructures.
To our knowledge, no evidence for this interface exchange bias has been
observed in T M R measurements in simple Fe/M gO /Fe magnetic tunnel
junctions. W e believe there are two reasons for this. First, no field annealing
is typically performed prior to the T M R measurem ent to organize the A F M /FM
interface to produce a clear interface exchange bias. Second, M gO films
grown by vapor deposition are known to have
vacancies.[ 66 ] Such disorder is likely to
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significant Mg

broaden

and

O

the switching field

distribution, disrupt or weaken the local interface exchange bias, or even
destroy the long range exchange bias effect w e observe. Nevertheless, the
interface AF spins associated with F e -0 patches are present, and they will
reduce coherent spin tunneling. Although the exchange bias effect m ay be
very small, these AF pinning centers alter the interface spin density of states,
induce spin scattering, and need to be incorporated in the theoretical
calculations of the T M R effect.[47]
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Chapter 4
Anisotropic Exchange Coupling and Stress induced Uniaxial
Magnetic Anisotropy in Fe/GaAs(001) [20]

The magnetization reversal process within the first two iron layers at the
Fe/G aA s(001) interface is found to be different and independent from the Fe
bulk as measured by magnetic second-harmonic generation and magneto
optical Kerr effect. The interface magnetization is largely noncollinear from the
bulk with an abrupt magnetic boundary and an anisotropic exchange coupling
stiffness, w eak inter-layer coupling but relatively strong intra-layer stiffness. In
contrast, Fe/G aAs(110) exhibits a rigid coupling between interface and bulk
magnetization

suggesting

that

the

interfacial

bonding

structure

can

dramatically change the nature of the exchange coupling. Moreover, the
uniaxial magnetic anisotropy in Fe/G aA s(001) extends from the interface to
the first 5 nm in the Fe bulk and is induced by stress. These results are also
relevant to other magnetic/non-magnetic interfaces with abrupt chemical bond
structures.
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4.1 Introduction
A fundamental understanding of ferromagnetism at hetero-interfaces is
crucial for the application of spintronic devices which rely on interface
magnetic properties.[67,68,69,70] New magnetic phenomena and properties
different from the bulk occur at interfaces, w here an abrupt change of the
bond structure induces a different electronic structure. The

anisotropic

electron-distribution at the interface changes the ferromagnetic exchange
coupling from isotropic to anisotropic [ 7 1 ] and m ay cause non-collinear
alignment between interface magnetization (Ml) and bulk magnetization
(M b).[19,35,54,55,56] Moreover, electron spin-orbit coupling is different at the
interface, resulting in a new type of crystalline magnetic anisotropy and a
reversal behavior of Mi distinctly different from M s.[19,33,35] The properties of
electron exchange and spin-orbital coupling at interface can largely deviate
from bulk, and can greatly affect the spin-dependent density of states at the
hetero-interfaces.
The

Fe/G aA s(001)

interface

has

shown

a

magnetization

reversal

characteristic very different from the bulk Fe layer, one-step vs. two-step
switching.[19] A two-fold uniaxial magnetic anisotropy (UM A) dominates at the
interface, while four-fold cubic magnetic anisotropy (C M A ) is prevalent in the
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bulk film. The C M A to U M A ratio, r, determines the characteristics of the
magnetization reversal process, one-step switching for r < 1 and two-step
switching for r > 1.[72,73] A large deviation angle of 40-85° w as determined
between M t

and M B , and a w eak inter-layer exchange coupling was

proposed.[19] However, it has not been shown whether M t changes its
orientation abruptly from

M b,

or whether it is coupled to

MB

by an interlayer

domain wall changing its orientation gradually. The w eak inter-layer coupling
was attributed to the unique Fe-As bonding structure at the F e/G aA s(001)
interface, but no further evidence was given in ref. [19]. Also, the nature and
role of the UMA in the distinct reversal characteristics of M t and M B was not
clearly established.
In this chapter, w e provide further evidence which shows that Mi within the
first two Fe layers sharply deviates from M B due to the unique bond structure
of the Fe/G aA s(001) interface. The inter-layer coupling is w eak, while the
intra-layer exchange stiffness is comparable to the bulk.

Moreover, w e find

that the uniaxial magnetic anisotropy is extended from the interface to the
bulk within 5 nm and is induced by stress.
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4.2 Experiments
Ultrathin Fe films with thicknesses of 2.5, 3, 5, 8, 10, 17 and 50 nm are
deposited on As rich GaAs(001 )-(2x4) and G aA s(110)-(1x1) substrates by
MBE at a temperature of 10-15 °C .[68,74] The 3 and 8 nm thick Fe films are
capped with an approximately 2 nm thick Fe oxide layer, and the other Fe
films are covered with a 2 nm thick Al protection layer.
M SH G is a nonlinear optical technique to directly investigate the buried
interface magnetism, while the M O K E technique is sensitive to bulk-averaged
magnetization behavior, shown in Fig. 2.3. A linear-polarized light is incident
on

the

sample.

The

polarization

of reflective

fundamental frequency measures the behavior of
M SH G

light with
Mi

and

doubled

M b,

and

respectively.

is able to selectively detect the magnetization at the interface,

because it is forbidden in centro-symmetric Fe bulk, and is only allowed
where the inversion symmetry is broken.[19,33,51] To suppress M S H G from
the Fe surface (where the inversion symmetry is also broken), w e largely
reduce the surface M SH G signal by oxidization which greatly reduces the free
electron density.[28] The Mi reversal process is measured with an external
magnetic field applied along different crystal orientations, and is compared
with the

Mb

behavior obtained by M OKE. For longitudinal (M O K E ) M SH G
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measurements a (p) s-polarized laser beam with 15 pJ pulse energy is
focused

on

the

sample

with

a

diam eter

of

1.5 mm.

A

(photodiode)

photomultiplier detects the reflected (M O K E ) M S H G signal after it passes
through an s-polarized analyzer and a dispersing prism.
For quantitative characterization of the interface and bulk magnetic
properties, the magnetic anisotropy fields are determined as a function of Fe
layer thickness. W e follow the method established by M. van Kampen et
a/.[32] to initiate and to monitor spin precession, i.e. the ferromagnetic
resonance (FM R ) mode, using the time-resolved (T R ) M O K E technique,
schematized in Fig. 2.6. W e use a modulated pump beam with 30 pJ pulse
energy focused to a

diam eter of 2 mm to induce

bulk magnetization

precession, and a time delayed p-polarized probe beam with 1 pJ pulse
energy in a diameter of 1.5 mm. The precession of magnetization causes the
polarization modulation of the reflected beam which is measured by a
photodiode after the beam passes through an s-polarized analyzer. W hile
higher-order spin wave modes occur in the 50 nm thick film,[75] uniform spin
precession is observed for all Fe films.
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4.3 Results and Discussions
4.3.1 Weak Inter-layer Exchange Coupling at Fe/GaAs(001)
Interface
Figure 4.1 shows that the switching fields of interface and bulk hysteresis
loops are very different for 3 nm thick Fe layer on G aAs(001). Figures 4 .1 (a )(d) present the M t and M B reversal behavior with the external field (H) 3° aw ay
from crystallographic axis [1 -1 0 ] and along [110], measured by longitudinal
M SH G and M OKE. The black and red curves are taken with H sweeping up
and down, respectively. W e obtain the switching field, Hs, w here the two
branches of the hysteresis loop separate. The crystallographic axis [1 -1 0 ] is
the magnetic hard axis where w e observe the largest magnetization rotation
before switching in Figs. 4 .1 (a ) and (b), while the in-plane orthogonal axis
[110] is the easy axis exhibiting no rotation before switching in Figs. 4.1(c)
and (d). The results show that M t switches before M B. The two-fold U M A
dominates both interface and bulk with easy axis along [110] direction. Thus,
the deviation angle between M, and M B can be as large as 180° with H
applied along the easy axis.
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Fig. 4.1: Interface and bulk magnetization reversal process and chemical
bond structure for 3 nm thick Fe film on G aA s(00 1). (a)-(d) Interface and bulk
hysteresis loops with an external magnetic field applied 3° aw ay from
crystallographic axis [1 -1 0 ] and along [110], m easured by longitudinal M S H G
and MOKE; and (e) chemical bond structure of Fe/G aA s(001) from Ref. [68].
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Mi and M b can be largely noncollinear in the 3 nm thick Fe layer,
suggesting that there is an abrupt magnetic boundary between Mi and M bThe deviation angle is nearly 180° when Mi switches with H I I [110]. If M t were
coupled to M b by a 180° inter-layer magnetic domain wall which minimizes
the total energy of exchange and anisotropy energy, the thickness of the
domain wall would be a few nanometers. However, such a thin domain wall
would not be stable at room temperature. If the inter-layer domain wall existed,
the inter-layer exchange stiffness, A± « (dln)2Ku (Ref. [76]) » 2 .2 * 1 0-10 erg/cm,
would be approximately 4 orders of magnitude lower than in the Fe bulk,
where d = 1 nm (Ref. [77]) is the thickness of inter-layer domain wall, Ku =
2 .1 5 *1 0 5 erg/cm3 (Ref.

[33]) is the uniaxial magnetic anisotropy of the

interface. Thermal statistical calculation shows that the maximum ordering
temperature is 0.4 K with
tc = A ±a/{0.3KB) , (Ref. [76])

(4.1)

above which the magnetic order is destroyed in the domain wall. Here a =
2.87 A is the Fe lattice constant, and K b is the Boltzmann constant. No
domain wall could form from the interface to the bulk at RT. The thermal
energy destroys both the exchange and anisotropy energy, and erases the
magnetic order within the inter-layer domain wall. Therefore, M t is largely
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deviated from M B with an abrupt magnetic boundary across which they are
largely noncollinear. By using RT as the upper bound for the inter-layer
ordering temperature, we estimate from (4.1) that the inter-layer exchange
stiffness is less than 4 .3 x 1 0-7 erg/cm, approximately 2/7 of the bulk value
(1.5X1CT6 erg/cm).
Next, w e estimate the thickness of the magnetic interface layer. The
M OKE technique measures the magnetization of the entire 3 nm thick film,
showing

a

signal-to-noise

ratio

of

about

15:1

(Fig.

4.1(b )

and

(d)).

Approximating that each iron layer contributes equally to the M O K E signal,
the noise limits the thickness resolution of the M O K E m easurem ent to 2 A.
The Mi switching is therefore not resolved in the M OKE loop, thus we
estimate the upper limit of the interface layer thickness to be two Fe layers.
(Fe monolayer thickness is about 1.4 A .) Figure 4 .1 (e ) depicts the chemical
bond structure of Fe/G aA s(001) according to Ref. [68]. The G aA s(001)
substrate has As dimer bonds along [1 -1 0 ] and G a dimers along [110]. During
the deposition of Fe on G aA s(001), the first Fe atoms are inserted between
neighboring As atoms, the first layer of Fe atoms occupy the vacancy sites
between the GaAs lattice, and the second layer of Fe atoms displace G a
atoms to form Fe-As bonds above As atom s.[68,74,78] At the interface, the
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inversion symmetry of the first two Fe layers is broken by Fe-As bonds. Thus,
M SH G only probes the magnetization in the first two Fe layers. Both M O K E
and M SH G suggest the interface layer containing at most two Fe layers.

4.3.2 Strong Intra-layer Exchange Coupling at Fe/GaAs(001)
Interface
Although Mi is weakly inter-layer coupled, it exhibits relatively strong intra
layer coupling to support a ferromagnetic hysteresis behavior at room
temperature. To estimate the intra-layer exchange coupling stiffness, w e
consider the interface switching mechanism first.
An intuitive model to explain the M t switching is the magnetization rotation,
which requires the magnetic field to lower the barrier of magnetic anisotropy
energy to cause magnetization switching.[73] The switching fields are 2 (K J M S
+ K^IMs) = 4 40 O e and 2|K J M S - K ilM s\ = 2 48 O e with magnetic field along
the hard axis [1 -1 0 ] and the easy axis [110], respectively, where 2 K J M S =
344 Oe, and 2 K ^ M S = 96 O e are the interface
determined

by TR M SH G .[33]

The

large

UM A and C M A fields

discrepancy of switching field

between the model and the experiments, 251 O e and 35 Oe with H along [ 1 -
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10] and [110], suggests that the magnetization rotation is NO T the mechanism
for the observed Mi switching.
Figure 4.2

plots the switching field as a function of magnetic field

orientation. The measured interface and bulk values, represented by ▲ and ■,
are proportional to 1/cos 6, shown by blue and dark curves, w here 6 is the
angle between H and the easy axis [110]. This relation is consistent with the
model of pinned Neel wall displacement.[76] Besides, domain wall sweeping
was observed in the M B reversal process in Fe/G aA s(001).[73,79,80] Since M t
and M b have a similar dependence of switching field vs. magnetic field
orientation, both reversal processes are caused by the same mechanism, i.e.
magnetic domain wall displacement.
The switching field shows a minimum with H along easy axes, which is the
threshold of switching field and can be expressed as [76]
H s-

e!M

sl ,

(4.2)

5 * / 4 ________________________________________________

where s = 2 ^ A ^ J ^ j( K f / 4 )sin2 2 <j>+ K u sin2

- n / 4 )d<j> is the magnetic domain

n /4

wall energy with A// is the intra-layer exchange coupling stiffness, Ki and Ku
are the CM A and UM A energy respectively, and <j> is the angle between the
axis [100] and the direction of in-plane magnetization; Ms is the saturated
magnetization; and I is the distance between two pinning spots preventing
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domain wall moving freely. Assuming that the interface and bulk contain the
sam e pinning length and saturated magnetization, because they share the
sam e switching mechanism, w e have {e I H s\ mterface = ( £ / H s) bulk by applying
(4.2)

to

both

interface

and

bulk.

With

interface

values

of

Ku

=

2 .1 5x1 0s erg/cm3, K-i = 6 .0 x 1 04 erg/cm 3 (Ref. [33]), H s = 35 O e, and bulk
values

of

A//

=

1.5x10“® erg/cm,

Ku

=

2 .6 9 x 1 0 5 erg/cm 3,

Ki

=

1.79x105 erg/cm3 determined from TR M O K E , H s = 6 0 O e, the interface intra
layer exchange stiffness is 7.2 x 1 0 “7 erg/cm, approximately 1/2 of the bulk
exchange stiffness. This indicates that the Curie temperature Tc = 502 K for
M/ from (4.1) by replacing A± with A//. The estimated in-plane exchange
stiffness can support a robust ferromagnetic alignment of interface spins at
room

temperature,

which

is

consistent

with

the

observed

interface

ferromagnetic behavior in Figs. 4 .1 (a ) and (c). The distance between pinning
spots, /, is 0.39 pm by applying either interface or bulk values to (4.2) with M s
= 1.25x103 em u/cm 3.
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Fig. 4.2: Magnitude of switching field, Hs, as a function of the magnetic field
orientation with respect to the easy axis [110]. The axes [110] and [1 -1 0 ]
correspond to 0° and 90° orientation in the plot.

The Fe interface layer exhibits anisotropic exchange strength, w eak inter
layer but relatively strong intra-layer coupling. Skomski et al. attributed this
effect to an anisotropic distribution of electrons induced by bond formation at
the interface, and suggested that the exchange stiffness, A, needs to be
presented by a 3 x 3 tensor.[71] The As p - Fe d hybridization causes the
anisotropy in density of states of 3 d electrons near the Fermi energy. It could
induce more electron states within the interface layer, which causes the
stronger intra-layer coupling. But the overall correlation effect of 3 d electrons
is reduced due to the 3 d band broadening which reduces both the inter- and
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intra-layer exchange

strength at interface.

The quantitative

analysis of

interface exchange tensor requires the detailed first-principle investigation of
the spin-dependent density of states, which is beyond the scope of this thesis.

4.3.3 Rigid Interface-bulk Coupling in Fe/GaAs(110)
To confirm that the interface chemical bonding greatly affects the inter
layer exchange coupling, w e conduct comparison m easurements on 8 nm
thick Fe layer on GaAs(110).
W e observe similar switching processes for Mi and M b with very close
switching fields as shown in Figs. 4.3(a)-(d). This indicates that M t and M b are
rigidly coupled. Previous studies showed that Fe/G aAs(110) exhibits two-fold
UM A with easy axes along [1 -1 0 ] and [-110], and four-fold C M A with easy
axes along [001], [1 -1 0 ], [0 0 -1 ] and [-110].[81 , 8 2 ] In our sample, the
crystallographic axis [1 -1 0 ] is the magnetic easy axis, and w e observe no
magnetization rotation before single-step switching as shown in Figs. 4.3(c)(d), while [001] is the intermediate easy axis, w here a kink is revealed in the
hysteresis loop in Figs. 4.3(a)-(b). Such a kink arises from a two-jump
process with the first jump of the magnetization from a local minimum of free
energy, [001], to a global minimum, [1 -1 0 ], and the second jum p from [1 -1 0 ]
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Fig. 4.3: Interface and bulk magnetization reversal process and chemical
bond structure for 8 nm thick Fe film on G aAs(110). (a)-(d) Interface and bulk
hysteresis loops with an external magnetic field applied along [001] and [1 10], measured by longitudinal M S H G and MOKE;[34] and (e) chemical bond
structure of Fe/G aAs(110) from Ref. [83].
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The difference of inter-layer magnetization coupling between Fe/G aAs
with different crystal planes, (110) versus (001), implies that interface bonds
can dramatically affect the inter-layer exchange coupling strength. Figure
4 .3(e) shows the calculated atomic structure of Fe/G aA s(110) with lowest
energy following Ref. [83]. The surface of G aAs(110) substrate contains both
As and Ga atoms which form “zig-zag ridges” parallel to [1-1 0].[84] Unlike
Fe/G aA s(001) interface w here all interface Fe atoms bond with As (Fig.
4.1(e)), there are Fe atoms bonding only with G a at the Fe/G aA s(110)
interface. The G a-F e bond is weak, so is the p-d hybridization. It has little
effect on the 3d band and the anisotropy of electron distribution, resulting in a
bulk-like

exchange

property at interface.

Besides,

the

interface

lattice

positions of Fe atoms and the direction of Fe-As bonds are different between
Fe/G aAs(110) and

(001).

All these

bonding differences induce distinct

electronic structures at the two interfaces, causing different strength and
anisotropy in the interface exchange coupling.
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4.3.4 Stressed

induced

Uniaxial Magnetic Anisotropy in

Fe/GaAs(001)
At last, w e investigate the evolution of the magnetic anisotropy, especially
the UM A component, from interface to bulk in Fe/G aA s(001).
Figure 4 .4(a) shows Fe bulk spin precession in 2.5 nm Fe/G aA s(001)
measured by TR M O K E. The background due to heat diffusion has been
subtracted from the data. The precession data can be fitted by a dam ped sine
wave. The Fourier spectrum (Fig. 4.4 (a) inset) exhibits a uniform mode of
spin precession. The effective U M A and CM A fields are determined by fitting
the angular frequency of uniform precession vs. magnetic field data to the
following formula [33],
to = M H c o s ( S - (/>) + H a)(H cos( S - </>) + hP)]'12,

(4 .3 )

derived from the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation, with
H a = 2 K iC O s (4 $ /M s + 2KuCOs(2<t>)/MSl
HP = 4nM s + 2 K J M S+ Ki[2 - sin2(2 <j>)]IMs - Ku (sin^ - cost f l M a,
and y - yeg/2 (for Fe, g = 2.0 9 and ye = 1.76><107 H z/O e) is the gyromagnetic
ratio. The angles ^ an d <5are angles between the axis [100] and the directions
of in-plane magnetization and applied magnetic field H, respectively. Ku, Ki
and K± are in-plane UMA, C M A and out-of-plane anisotropy energy. Figure
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4.4(b) and (c) show the field dependence of precession frequency and the
corresponding fits to (4.3) in 2.5 and 17 nm F e/G aA s(001) with H parallel with
[1 -1 0 ] direction, and in 3, 5, and 10 nm Fe/G aA s(001) with H parallel with
[100], respectively. The model describes the data very well.
Figure 4.4(d) shows the UM A and C M A field (2 K J M S & 2 K J M S respectively)
as a function of Fe film thickness. The solid symbols (■ and ▲) represent bulk
values, and the open symbols (□ and A ) plot the interface anisotropy fields
(U M A and C M A) from the 8 nm thick Fe film grown on G aA s(001) as
determined by time-resolved M S H G in Ref. [33]. The red curves are guides to
the eye. The UM A field is almost constant within the first 5 nm, although a
difference of 4 4 ± 28 O e is observed between 2.5 and 5 nm, but undergoes a
rapid decrease between 5 and 10 nm thickness. Its value can be neglected as
the thickness increases to 50 nm. In contrast, the C M A field increases with
thickness due to an increasing spin-orbit coupling in the Fe bulk.
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Fig. 4.4: TR M O K E measurements and thickness dependence of magnetic
anisotropy fields for F e/G aA s(001). (a) Fe bulk spin precession of 2.5 nm
thick Fe/G aA s(001) measured by T R M O K E with H of 187 O e applied along
the crystallographic axis [1-1 0]. The data, black dots, are fitted by a damped
sine wave, red curve. The Fourier spectrum in the inset indicates a uniform
mode of Fe spin precession, (b) Spin precession frequency as a function of
magnetic field for 2.5 and 17 nm thick Fe/G aA s(001) with H along [1 -1 0 ]
direction, and (c) for 3, 5, and 10 nm thick Fe/G aA s(001) with H parallel with
[100]. The curves are the corresponding fit to equation (4.3). And (d) magnetic
anisotropy fields as a function of Fe layer thickness in F e/G aA s(001). Uniaxial
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and cubic magnetic anisotropy field are represented by ■ and ▲, respectively.
The red curves are guides to the eye. □ and A plot the corresponding
anisotropy fields determined from interface of 8 nm Fe/G aA s(001). [33]

W e find that the thickness dependence of U M A is closely related to the Fe
island formation which elongates along [1 -1 0 ] during growth of the first 5 nm
and starts to disappear beyond.[85] A tensile stress (instead of compress
stress arising from lattice mismatch of Fe and GaAs) dominates in the film
thickness range of 2-6 nm, due to As atoms diffusion into Fe and Fe-As
interface reconstruction.[86] The interface island elongation along [1 -1 0 ] is
caused by the preference of Fe growing along the direction of As dimer
bond.[85] This suggests that the tensile stress, cr, is uniaixial and collinear to
[1 -1 0 ] (qi_io] > 0). The product of q i_ 10]^i-io] < 0 indicates that the axis [1 -1 0 ]
is the uniaxial hard axis, where /fyi-ioj < 0 is the Fe magnetostrictive coefficient
along [1-10].[87] The UM A evolution in Fe bulk can be expressed as
Ku = fdt —3(<r2.)[i_io]/2,
where

k

(4.4)

is the uniaxial crystalline anisotropy arising from a different spin-

orbital coupling from bulk by Fe-As bond, t is the bulk thickness, and a is the
stress of the entire bulk.
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Our results do not show a linear dependence between the measured U M A
and reciprocal film thickness. So

k

is not the main contribution, and UM A

does not directly arise from Fe-As bonds. Actually, the statement that U M A is
directly induced by Fe-As bonds was challenged by the observation that
som e cap layers erase the dominant U M A in ultrathin Fe on G aA s(001), and
was discussed by several groups.[88,89] Our result shows that U M A is mainly
a tensile stress induced by magnetoelastic anisotropy, and its thickness
dependence is controlled by stress within islands during the Fe growth. Within
the first 5 nm, islands with tensile stress form, and UM A dominates both
interface and bulk. While beyond 5 nm, the tensile stress relaxes[86] in the
bulk with the merging of islands, thus U M A decreases rapidly in the bulk and
C M A dominates.

4.4 Conclusions
In conclusion, the interface magnetization reversal process is different and
quite independent from the bulk even in 3 nm thick Fe layer on G aA s(001),
indicating that the magnetization within the first two Fe layers at the interface
is largely noncollinear from the bulk with an abrupt magnetic boundary. The
interface magnetization of Fe/G aA s(001) shows an anisotropic exchange
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coupling stiffness, weak inter-layer coupling (less than 2/7 of the bulk value)
but relatively strong intra-layer stiffness (approximately 1/2 of the bulk value),
while Fe/G aAs(110) exhibits a rigid coupling between interface and bulk. Such
a difference indicates that chemical bond structure can dramatically change
the nature of interface exchange coupling. Although interface magnetization is
weakly coupled with bulk in Fe/G aA s(001), uniaxial magnetic anisotropy is
extended from interface to bulk within the first 5 nm and is induced by stress.
The anisotropic exchange coupling and the distinct magnetic anisotropy
are certainly not limited to the Fe/G aA s(001) interface. These interfaceinduced magnetic properties can exist at other ferromagnetic/non-magnetic
interfaces at which the elemental constituents form abrupt chemical bond
structures.
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Chapter 5
Frozen Antiferromagnetic Spins Enhanced Gilbert Damping in
Single Crystal Fe/CoO(001) Heterostructure

Abstract
The relaxation mechanism of coherent spin precession is investigated in
single

crystalline

magneto-optical

F e /C o 0 /M g 0 (0 0 1 )

Kerr effect. At 78K,

heterostructure
the

by

time-resolved

intrinsic damping

property

is

enhanced by frozen antiferromagnetic (A F) spins in C oO layer for thicknesses
of 2.5 nm and 4 nm. In contrast, at room temperature or for thicknesses of 1
nm and 1.5 nm, the damping process is dominated by a dephasing effect
caused by disordered AF spin clusters which show a strong dependence on
the magnetic field.
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5.1 Introduction
Ultrafast

relaxation of coherent spin

precession

in ferromagnets

is

important for many spintronic applications, because it determines the critical
spin-polarized

current for

magnetization

reversal

in spin-transfer-torque

devices,[ 90 ,9 1 ,9 2 ] influences the output magnetic noise of tunneling
magnetoresistance read-head,[93] and affects the spin storage time[94] and
propagation distance in spin logic circuits.[95]
The damping property can be largely enhanced when ferromagnetic (F)
spins are coupled with antiferromagnetic (AF) magnetizations. The dominant
damping mechanism was attributed to be extrinsic, since polycrystalline or
amorphous

F/AF

heterostructures

w ere

used

for

the

reported

studies.[96,97,98,99,100,101] These structures have considerable interface
roughness causing

magnon-magnon

scattering

(M M S ) which

is further

enhanced by the local F-AF exchange fluctuation.[97] The proposed M M S
model indicates that the line width broadening has a f ' 2 dependence on the F
layer

thickness

t,

which

is

verified

by

ferromagnetic

resonance

m easurements.[97,98] Moreover, the AF layer can provide additional damping
channels. W eber et al. suggested that the energy can be dissipated into the
AF layer, besides, multi-grains of the AF material can cause a dephasing
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effect of the coherent precession.[101] The damping mechanism is complicate
in heterostructures having large inhomogeneities, which mixes up extrinsic
and intrinsic effects of AF spins.
To study the intrinsic effect on the damping property induced by AF spins,
a single crystal CoO film is preferred. The single crystal film significantly
reduces the sample roughness. In addition, bulk C oO favors a single AF
domain after field cooling through the Neel temperature (2 9 0 K [ 1 0 2 ] ) ,
because a large crystalline magnetic anisotropy energy, 3 m eV /C o2+ [103],
suppresses the nucleation of different AF domains. The local exchange
fluctuation is reduced. Thus, M M S and dephasing effects can be suppressed.
Recently, the single crystal C o O /F e(001) and Fe/C oO (001) heterostructures
were grown by the molecular beam epitaxy (M B E) with the crystallographic
axis Fe[100] // C oO [110].[41,1 0 4 ,1 0 5 ] X-ray magnetic circular and linear
dichroism (XM C D and XM LD , respectively) measurements revealed that
1.1 monolayer CoO interface spins are collinearly coupled with Fe magnetic
moments along CoO[110] in Fe/C oO (001),[104] while bulk CoO spins favor
the direction along CoO[111],[105,106] shown in Fig. 5.1. Frozen AF spins
were discovered above 2.2 nm thick CoO layer,[41] which induces a uniaxial
magnetic anisotropy Ku in the Fe layer.[104,105,107] Moreover, CoO layer
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can introduce a new in-plane 4-fold cubic magnetic anisotropy Ki with the
easy axis along Fe[110], which is 4 5 ° from the Fe in-plane easy axis.[105] So
far, the reported studies focus on the characterization of static magnetic
properties, while the dynamic magnetic response has not been studied yet in
single

crystal

Fe/C oO (001)

heterostructure.

The

dominant

damping

mechanism is still a puzzle.

Fig. 5.1: The static alignment of magnetic moments in F e /C o O (001). Dark, red,
and blue arrows indicate Fe, CoO interface, and bulk atomic magnetic
moments, respectively. The gray plan indicates the C oO interface. Interface
Co spins are collinear to Fe moments due to a strong F-AF coupling. Bulk Co
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spins have the easy axis along CoO[111], parallel with Fe[101], because of
the crystalline magnetic anisotropy.

In this chapter, w e report on time-resolved magneto-optical Kerr effect
(TR M O K E ) measurements to investigate the damping process of coherent
spin precession in the single crystalline F e /C o 0 /M g 0 (0 0 1 ) heterostructure.
The results show that at 78 K, the damping property exhibits an intrinsic
character enhanced by CoO layer of 2.5 and 4 nm thickness. The underlying
relaxation channel is attributed to the transfer of precession energy into the
A F spin system through F-AF coupling and then to CoO lattice vibrations via
the spin-orbital coupling. In contrast, for 1 and 1.5 nm thick CoO layer at 78 K
or all CoO thicknesses at room tem perature (RT), the dominant damping
mechanism is attributed to a dephasing effect caused by unpinned and
disordered AF clusters. The damping process shows a strong dependence on
the magnetic field.
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5.2 Experiments
5.2.1 Sample Preparation
The Fe/C oO bilayer is grown on the M gO(OOI) substrate by M BE at RT.
The wedged CoO thin film is grown by the reactive deposition of Co with
oxygen [41,104] under the pressure of 2x10“® Torr.[105] The C oO thickness
linearly increases from 0 to 5 nm within the w edge length of 7.5 mm. The
5 nm Fe layer is then deposited on top. The single crystal CoO and Fe films
are verified by reflection high-energy electron diffraction.[105] At last, the
sample is covered by a 3 nm M gO protection layer. The sample geometry is
shown in Fig. 5.2. The Fe film is first m agnetized along the easy axis Fe[100]
then cooled down to 78 K. The longitudinal M O K E measurements indicate no
exchange bias observed in the system.[105]

5.2.2 TRMOKE Measurement
The relaxation of coherent spin precession in Fe/C o O (001) is directly
measured by TR M O K E , schematized in Fig. 5.2, which optically excites and
probes the magnetization precession in the time domain.[32] All optical
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measurements are carried out with a 150 fs pulsed Ti: sapphire amplifier laser
system at a 1 kHz repetition rate and 8 0 0 nm wavelength. A pump laser of
5 pJ pulse energy in 0.15 mm diam eter excites the Fe magnetization (M Fe)
precession after transient demagnetization [108,109] and fast modulation of
anisotropy fields.[110,111,112,113] A time delayed p-polarized probe beam
with 0.5 pJ pulse energy in 0.1 mm diam eter probes the subsequent spin
precession by the polarization change of the reflected light. The magnetization
precession is measured with the magnetic field H applied along Fe[110] at 78
and 298 K.

Pump
Probe

TRMOKE

Fig. 5.2: Schematic geometry of Fe/C oO wedged sample and T R M O K E
measurement. The M f6 precession is indicated by the red curve.
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5.3 Spin Precession Excitation Mechanism
Figure 5.3(a) presents the T R M O K E data from the Fe film on 4 nm thick
CoO layer at 78 K. No obvious demagnetization process [32] is observed
when the precession is excited. This is verified by fitting the data (represented
by o) to a damped cosine function (red curve) starting right at the time t = 0.
The precession is launched by the pump laser modulating F-AF exchange
coupling,[100]

described

by

the

function

of Aexp(-f/r)cos(<wf) with

the

precession amplitude A, time delay t, decay rate 1/r, and angular frequency eo.
The inset shows the corresponding Fourier spectrum, indicating a uniform
precession mode. The damping process causes the spectral broadening, as
indicated by the full-width-half-maximum A f.
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0

200
Time Delay (ps)

400

(b)
__ _____ _______

t< 0

jfcfc

.

H eft

0 < f < 10 ps

t

>

Fig. 5.3: (a) TR M O K E data of Fe/4 nm CoO measured with H = 6 00 O e at
78 K. The data and fitting are presented by the open circle and red curve,
respectively. The inset shows the corresponding discrete Fourier power
spectrum (represented by □ ) having a Lorentz shape (indicated by the blue
line), (b) The excitation process of Fe magnetization precession. The dark
arrow indicates Fe magnetization. The blue arrow shows the effective
magnetic field, t > 0, 0 < t < 10 ps, and t > 10 ps present the equilibrium,
excitation, and relaxation stage, respectively.
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The excitation process of Fe magnetization precession is illustrated in Fig.
5.3(b). At the equilibrium stage (f < 0), Fe magnetization aligns parallel with
the effective magnetic field Hen. At the excitation stage (0 < t < 10 ps), the
laser excites the precession through the modulation of the uniaxial magnetic
anisotropy Ku by altering the F-AF coupling. It was reported in the exchange
biased system that the precession can be launched by temporary destroying
the unidirectional anisotropy.[100] W hile our system does not exhibit any
exchange bias phenomenon, the optical excitation reduces Ku by altering
some AF moments near the interface. The in-plane cubic magnetic anisotropy
Ki of Fe remains unaffected because of the large exchange stiffness Jpe. This
process rotates the transient effective magnetic field He/r’ aw ay from the
equilibrium magnetization orientation, and induces a torque to excite the
precession. Fe magnetization is more robust than CoO AF state against laser
heating, since bulk Fe Curie tem perature (1043 K) is much higher than Neel
temperature of bulk CoO (290 K).[102] Thus, no obvious demagnetization
signal is observed at the excitation stage of spin precession. At the relaxation
stage (f > 10 ps), the restored F-AF coupling resumes Ku due to the heat
diffusion, which recovers Heff. The magnetization precesses around H eff, and
finally relaxes to the equilibrium orientation via the damping process which
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will be addressed later.

5.4 Magnetic Anisotropies
The ultrafast magnetization precession is investigated as a function of
applied field H, as shown in Fig. 5.4. At 78 K, the precession frequency f
exhibits a large increase with CoO layer thickness above 2.5 nm ( • and ▼ in
Fig. 5.4(a)). This indicates that the anisotropy field is significantly enhanced
by the frozen AF spins. While for lower thickness ( A and ♦ in Fig. 5 .4(a)) or
above the Neel temperature (Fig. 5.4(b)), rotatable AF spins cause a small
increase of the frequency.
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Fig. 5.4: Field dependence of (a)-(b) frequency and (c)-(d) decay rate of spin
precession in Fe/(x nm )C oO /M gO (001) measured with H II Fe[110]. The first
and

second

columns

present the

results

obtained

at

78

and

2 98 K,

respectively. The experimental data for CoO thickness of 0, 1, 1.5, 2 .5 and
4 nm are represented by ■, ▲, ♦, • , and ▼, respectively. T h e curves in (a)
and (b) show the best fittings of frequency.
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Magnetic anisotropy values are determined by fitting the precession
frequency, shown in Figs. 5.4(a) and (b), as a function of applied field,
according to [14,109]
<y = y<J[H cos( 8 -</>) + H a ] [ H cos( 8 -</>) + H p] ,

(5.1)

where

H a =Hdeff - 2K us\n2f lM s + K ^ 2 - sin22

hf = 2KiCOs4^//Ws + 2KuSin2^Ms,
with effective demagnetization field Hdeff = 4nM s+2K±/Ms, and gyromagnetic
ratio y ~ Vegl2 (for Fe, g = 2.09 and ye = 1 .7 6 *1 0 7 H z/O e). <j> and 8 are the
angles of in-plane equilibrium magnetization and H with respect to the Fe axis
[100]. Ku, Ki and K± are the in-plane uniaxial, crystalline cubic, and out-ofplane magnetic anisotropies, respectively. Ku and Ki have easy axis along
Fe[100], and K± has the easy plane of Fe(001). The obtained anisotropy
values are presented in the TAB. 5.1, where T and dcoo represent the
temperature and thickness of CoO layer, respectively.

5.4.1 Uniaxial Magnetic Anisotropy
Table

5.1

shows

that

Ku dominates

the

magnetic

anisotropy

of

Fe/C oO (001) heterostructure having 2.5 and 4 nm thick CoO layer. Frozen AF
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spins are known to induce the large Ko.[41,107] O ur results confirm that
frozen AF spins exist in 2.5 and 4 nm CoO layer. The obtained large Ku values
are comparable to what is determined from the static torque m easurem ent of
Fe/3 nm thick C o O .[105] It further indicates that the modification of Ku by the
optical excitation is small and is fully recovered during the precession.
Table 5.1 also indicates very small Ku values having CoO thickness of 1
and 1.5 nm at 78 K or all CoO thickness at RT, because most AF spins
become rotatable, which can not induce

to keep the Fe magnetization

along Fe[100].

TAB. 5.1: Parameters obtained from fits of precession frequency and effective
Gilbert damping data.

T
(K)

dcoo
(nm)

(kO e)

K \IM S
(O e)

KJM S
(O e)

78

0

18.8

334

7

78

1

19.8

377

28

78

1.5

21.4

386

43

78

2.5

21.4

351

1490

78

4

21.2

344

1470

298

0

19.8

286

0

298

1

19.0

242

0

298
I---------

4

20.0

253

0
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5.4.2 Cubic Magnetic Anisotropy
Ki values in Tab. 5.4.1 correspond to the Fe intrinsic crystalline anisotropy.
In contrast, static (planar Hall effect) measurem ent showed a negative K 1 in
Fe/3 nm thick CoO(OOI) below the Neel tem perature.[105] To double check
our result, we apply the magnetic field along Fe[100], and observe no
precession, because H eft

stays along the easy axis, parallel with Fe

magnetizations, before and after the optical excitation. No initial torque is
induced to excite the precession. This shows that Fe[100] is the easy axis for
both Ki and Ku, and rules out the possibility that Ki is negative at the
equilibrium stage, because the negative K-i has the in-plane easy axis along
Fe[110],
The origin of negative Ki discovered by the static m easurem ent was
attributed to orthogonally oriented AF domains,[105] but the underlying
mechanism is still unknown. It is puzzling why orthogonal AF domains favor a
4 5° coupling with Fe to induce the easy axis along Fe[110], while X M C D and
XM LD

measurements revealed that Fe and CoO

spins have collinear

coupling in F e/C o 0(001).[104] Another possible reason for the negative K-\
might be that the planar Hall effect measurem ent mixes in a response from
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CoO layer.

5.5 AF Spins induced Damping Properties
At

78 K,

the

decay

rate

1 /r changes

dramatically

for

CoO

layer

thicknesses of 2.5 nm ( • ) and 4 nm (▼ ), shown in Fig. 5.4(c). W hile the decay
rate exhibits a significant dependence on H ( A and ♦) for 1 nm and 1.5 nm
thicknesses, similar to Fe/M gO (■). At RT, the decay rate strongly depends on
H for all thicknesses (Fig. 5.4(d)).

5.5.1 Magnon-magnon Scattering
The M M S process can be ruled out as the dominant damping mechanism.
According to M M S theory, the decay rate 1 /r qc (d ^ d H )[H /(H + 4 n M s)]1/2,[97]
with the precession angular frequency co and saturated magnetization M s. It
predicts a monotonic increase with H, shown in Fig. 5.5, which does not agree
with the data ( T in Fig. 5.5(c)).
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Fig. 5.5: Decay rate calculated from M M S theory for Fe/4 nm CoO at 78 K.

5.5.2 Frozen AF Spin Enhanced Intrinsic Damping Process
At 78 K, frozen C oO spins can introduce an intrinsic damping channel.
The Fe precession energy dissipates into AF spins and finally relaxes to the
lattice vibration through the spin-orbital coupling. The relaxation process is
depicted in Fig. 5.6. The Fe magnetization precession is excited at t = 0. This
can induce the AF spin precession near the CoO interface (red arrows)
through the restored F-AF coupling at the time t = t 1. The AF coupling tends to
transfer the precession energy further into the bulk C oO spins (blue arrows)
via magnon generation at t = t2. Most AF spins are frozen in the bulk above
2.5 nm thickness. The CoO has unquenched orbital moments, and the strong
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spin-orbital coupling induces the large crystalline magnetic anisotropy energy,
3 m eV/Co2+,[103] to lock AF spins to the lattice. The existence of frozen AF
spins is verified by the significant enhancem ent of precession frequency in
Fig. 5.4(c), as discussed above. In addition, XM LD m easurem ent reveals
80% frozen AF spins in 3 nm CoO

layer.[41] As a consequence, the

precession energy is rapidly relaxed into the lattice vibration. Therefore, the
frozen AF spins serve as the “sink” to drain the precession energy from the Fe
layer.

0

U
T

Fe

CoO

/

/

[001]

L

Fe

[100]

Fig. 5.6: Precession relaxation process in Fe/C oO (001). The relaxation
process is presented as the time sequence with the time axis shown on top.
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Dark, red, and blue arrows indicate Fe magnetization, CoO interface, and
bulk magnetic moment, respectively. The precession is indicated by the dark
circle.

The spin-orbital coupling in C oO is the dominant damping mechanism at
2.5 and 4 nm layer thickness. Figure 5.7 presents the effective Gilbert
damping as the function of H. The effective Gilbert damping param eter is
calculated using den - 2/[zy{2Hcos(S-^)+Ha+H^)], determined from solving the
Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation.[14,109] A theoretical study indicated that the
intrinsic Gilbert damping is driven by the spin-orbital coupling.[15] The spinorbital coupling strength is insensitive to the external magnetic field, which
makes the damping almost invariant with H in Fig. 5.7(a). A small increase of
damping is observed in the sample having 4 nm thick CoO layer, suggesting
that the spin-orbital coupling strength increases with CoO thickness. This is
consistent with the concentration of frozen spin increasing as the C oO layer
becomes thicker.[41] Moreover, the damping property exhibits a slightly
monotonic decrease with H. It shows a dependence of cos^ indicated by the
fittings (dark and blue curves), w here <f>is the deviation angle between Fe and
CoO spins. The increasing strength of H rotates the Fe magnetization to
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Fe[110], while frozen A F spins stay collinear to Fe[100]. The exchange energy
between Fe and C oO spins is proportional to cos^. Thus, increasing <f>
reduces the energy transferred into the AF spin system, as well as the
damping.

"4

CD

CO
00

7s

700

1400

H (Oe)
Fig. 5.7: Effective Gilbert damping, a, in Fe/(x nm )C o O /M g O (001) at (a) 78 K,
and (b) RT. The blue and dark curves are fittings to cos^ in (a), others are
guides to the eye.

5.5.3 AF Cluster induced Dephasing Effect
At 78 K, for CoO thicknesses of 1 and 1.5 nm, the dominant damping
mechanism is attributed to the dephasing effect induced by A F clusters. AF
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spins becom e loose to the lattice. The X M L D m easurem ent estimates that
95% AF spins are rotatable below 2.2 nm,[41] which can not induce the large
Ku to keep uniform alignment of Fe magnetization. Inhomogeneities in the Fe
film, such as defects, can vary local magnetic anisotropy of K i, which induces
magnetic domains with different orientations and changes the resonance
condition. The dephasing effect induced by different precession frequencies
relaxes the coherent precession. The orientation dispersion A<(> for Fe
domains is proportional to |d ^ d K i|

= sin 4^ [4K iC o s 4^ -2 H M scos(^-7i/4)],

determined from the magnetization equilibrium condition. The calculation
indicates a maximum of A<f> at 660 Oe, consistent with the peak position of
damping in Fe/M gO (■ in Fig. 5.7(a)). With the presence of CoO layer,
disordered AF clusters enhance A<j>

of Fe through F-AF coupling, which

causes the larger peak of damping (▲ and T ) . Figure 5.8(b) illustrates AF
clusters effect on F magnetic domains. At the beginning (I), Fe magnetization
stays close to the easy axis. The deviation angle A<p of Fe domains is small,
causing the w eak dephasing effect. C oO contains disordered AF clusters
(dashed ellipse) induced by inhomogeneities. As H increases (II), AF spins
within the cluster rotate non-uniformly with other AF spins, which enhances A<j>
of Fe magnetizations through A F-F coupling. Thus, the dephasing effect
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becomes stronger. W hile H further increases (III), the strong magnetic field
aligns Fe and CoO spins. Hence, the dephasing effect is reduced.
At RT, the strong peak of damping in Fig 5.7(b ) implies that the dephasing
effect is the dominant damping mechanism. The existence of AF clusters is
revealed by the coercive field enhancem ent (♦) with the CoO layer thickness
in Fig. 5.9, since AF clusters prevent the Fe domain wall from moving freely
during the switching process.[114,115,116] T h e decay rate exhibits a strong
correlation with the coercive field, which further indicates that the AF clusters
contribute to the damping at RT.
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Fig. 5.8: AF clusters effect on the damping process in Fe/1.5 nm CoO (O O I) at
78 K. (a) Effective Gilbert damping dependence on the magnetic field for
Fe/1.5 nm CoO(OOI) at 78 K. The curve is a guide to the eye. (b) A F clusters
effect on Fe magnetic domains. I, II, and III present the domain alignment for
the corresponding data point in (a). The dashed

ellipse indicates the

disordered AF cluster. Dark and red arrows represent the Fe magnetization
and CoO interface spin, respectively.
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Fig. 5.9: Decay rate and coercive field H c of Fe as functions of CoO thickness
at RT, represented by ■ and ♦, respectively. The coercive field H c is m easured
by the static longitudinal M O K E with H I I Fe[100]. The decay rate is obtained
with H = 300 O e along Fe[110].

5.6 Conclusion
In conclusion, a strong intrinsic spin relaxation channel is discovered in
Fe/C oO (001) below the Neel temperature and above a certain thickness of
the CoO layer, which is attributed to an exchange coupling mechanism
between Fe F spins and frozen AF spins in the CoO layer. Otherwise, the
dominant decay channel is found to be a dephasing effect caused by
disordered AF spin clusters in CoO.
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Chapter 6
Summary
W e have studied the interface magnetization reversal behavior of the
Fe/M gO (001) bi-layer system with magnetic second harmonic generation.
While previous studies addressed the chemistry of this interface and related it
to the band symmetries impacting spin transport, here we have selectively
probed the interface magnetization, showed that it exhibits a pronounced
exchange bias not detectable in the bulk, thus signaling the presence of an
AF interface pinning layer. W e demonstrate that this exchange bias originates
from the formation of local patches of A F FeO at the interface produced by
super exchange coupling via F e-O -F e bonds. The presence of AF FeO at the
interface and the accompanying exchange bias of the interface magnetization
are important in the development of a comprehensive understanding of spin
tunneling

process

in

MTJs.

These

results

are

also

relevant

to

any

ferromagnet/oxide interface in which the elemental constituents are likely to
form an antiferromagnetic oxide (e.g. FeO, CoO, MnO, NiO), as is the case in
many other spin tunnel barriers or complex oxide heterostructures.
The

interface magnetization

reversal process
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is different and

quite

independent from the bulk even in 3 nm thick Fe layer on G aA s(001),
indicating that the magnetization within the first two F e layers at the interface
is largely noncollinear from the bulk with an abrupt magnetic boundary. The
interface magnetization of Fe/G aA s(001) shows an anisotropic exchange
coupling stiffness, w eak inter-layer coupling

but relatively strong intra-layer

stiffness, while Fe/G aAs(110) exhibits a rigid coupling between interface and
bulk.

Such

a

difference

indicates

that

chemical

bond

structure

can

dramatically change the nature of interface exchange coupling. Although
interface magnetization is weakly coupled with bulk in Fe/G aA s(001), uniaxial
magnetic anisotropy is extended from interface to bulk within the first 5 nm
and is induced by stress. The anisotropic exchange coupling and the distinct
magnetic anisotropy are certainly not limited to the Fe/G aA s(001) interface.
These

interface-induced

magnetic

properties

can

exist

at

other

ferromagnetic/non-magnetic interfaces at which the elemental constituents
form abrupt chemical bond structures.
A strong intrinsic spin relaxation channel is discovered in F e/C o O (001)
below the Neel temperature and above a certain thickness of the CoO layer,
which is attributed to an exchange coupling mechanism between Fe spins and
frozen AF spins in the CoO layer. Otherwise, the dominant decay channel is
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found to be a dephasing effect caused by disordered A F spin clusters in CoO.
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